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Although links between history of maltreatment, attachment security, and maltreatment 
perpetration have been established, support for the intergenerational cycle of maltreatment 
remains weak due to definitional and methodological issues. In addition, less severe forms of 
child neglect that do not result in Child Protective Services (CPS) involvement have not been 
extensively studied. In order to expand our understanding of the cycle of neglect, the present 
study examined a model linking maternal mind-mindedness, maternal history of neglect, 
subthreshold neglect and child outcomes (physical, socioemotional, and intellectual).  
Methods. The study participants were 96 mother-child dyads assessed at child ages of 4, 8, 12, 
24, and 36 months. Subthreshold neglect was operationalized using interactional parent behavior 
rating scales that were captured two Factors of subthreshold neglect: subthreshold neglect of 
children’s developmental advance needs (Factor 1) and subthreshold neglect of children’s 
emotional needs (Factor 2).  
Results. Hierarchical multiple regressions were used to test a model predicting the moderating 
role of maternal mind-mindedness (MM) on the relationship between mother’s history of neglect 
and subthreshold child neglect as measured by the two Factors. Education and mother’s age at 
childbirth were the only significant predictors of subthreshold child neglect. The two Factors 
were correlated with the Mother Child Neglect Scale (MCNS), a self-report of maternal neglect 
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potential and various child outcome measures. Post hoc analyses reexamined the hypothesized 
relationships and indicated that mind-mindedness moderates the relationship between maternal 
history of neglect and subthreshold neglect, as well as subthreshold neglect and various child 
outcomes.  
Discussion. These findings suggest that mind-mindedness operates in non-intuitive ways in 
mothers with histories of neglect. Overall, mothers with more severe histories of neglect and 
high MM tend to rate themselves as being more neglectful and have children with the poorest 
developmental outcomes. These findings support the need for sensitive and thoughtful 
methodology when examining child neglect in very young children, and can be used to inform 
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In the US, where there are abundant resources for children and families, many children’s 
basic needs continue to go unmet. While the parents’ intentions in cases of neglect are typically 
not to annihilate the child, their inability to nurture the child can have significant irreversible 
developmental effects. Parents with histories of childhood maltreatment are more likely to 
maltreat their children than parents who do not have histories of maltreatment (Sneddon, 
Iwaniec, & Stewart, 2010). We observe an intergenerational transmission of maltreatment when 
maltreated children become maltreating parents. However, the empirical evidence provides 
mixed support for the cycle of maltreatment (Thornberry, Knight, and Lovegrove, 2012), even 
though in the abuse literature, such a notion is supported by clinical case studies of individuals 
with such histories (Egeland, Jacobvitz, & Sroufe, 1988).  Nevertheless, definitional and 
methodological problems have hindered the study of the cycle of maltreatment, particularly the 
cycle of neglect because of its inherent invisibility.  The focus of the present study is on the 
intergenerational transmission of child neglect because of its prevalence and range in level of 
severity that often result in child developmental impairments in socioemotional, psychological, 
cognitive, as well as other areas of functioning (Erickson & Egeland, 2011).   
Child neglect is a multidimensional construct. There are several identified subtypes of 
neglect (i.e. physical, emotional, medical, mental health, supervisory, and educational neglect) 
that have different implications for lack of parental involvement and impact on child 
development. As such, it has been challenging to identify mechanisms that perpetuate the cycle 
of neglect. The maltreatment literature points to parents’ enactments of past maltreatment that 
interfere with parenting behaviors and parent-child interactions, thereby perpetuating the cycle of 
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maltreatment.  Attachment theorists have extensively research the intergenerational transmission 
of attachment patterns and found mind-mindedness, an operationalized definition of 
mentalization, to be the mechanism that explains the variance in the transmission gap (Arnott & 
Meins, 2007; Bernier & Dozier, 2003; Fonagy & Target, 2005; Meins, Fernyhough, Rosnay, 
Arnott, Leekam et. al., 2012). Mind-mindedness has also been found to predict children’s later 
understanding of mind (Ereky-Stevens, 2008; Lundy, 2013; Meins & Fernyhough, 1999) and 
behavior difficulties (Meins, Centifanti, Fernyhough, & Fishburn, 2013) in children as young as 
toddlers. In the present study, the moderating role of maternal mind-mindedness will be 
examined in mothers with varying degrees of neglect histories.  
This chapter begins with an overview of the research on child neglect, including 
definitional and methodological issues that contribute to the neglect of neglect and its impact on 
child development. This will be followed by a summary of a theory of the intergenerational 
transmission of relational patterns from an attachment and maltreatment perspective. Of 
particular interest is the transmission of neglect by way of suboptimal parenting – parenting that 
fails to meet the child’s developmental needs and that leads to impairments in child 
development. Lastly, the construct of mentalization in mother-child dyads, and a summary of 
important empirical findings will be reviewed and used to inform how mothers with histories of 
neglect transfer to their child relational patterns that perpetuate a cycle of neglect. 
Literature Review 
Child Neglect 
 Child neglect is a societal issue with a history of being neglected by clinical researchers 
in favor of more overt forms of child maltreatment that have greater levels of visibility and 
measurability. For the last five decades, some experts contended with emotional neglect as a 
main feature of all forms of maltreatment, yet neglect continued to be overshadowed by abuse 
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until the late 1980s, and to a large degree this continues to be the case (Erickson & Egeland, 
2011).  Of the various forms of child maltreatment, child neglect is the single largest category 
and has the highest prevalence rate in the U.S. to date. Nearly three quarters of child victims of 
maltreatment experienced some form of neglect, and it is likely that the incidences of neglect are 
much higher than that of what’s reported. Physical neglect appeared to occur at the highest 
frequency and includes abandonment, medical neglect, inadequate nutrition, clothing, or 
hygiene, and leaving a young child unattended (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
Administration on Children, Youth and Families [USDHHS], 2013). Of the cases of neglect 
reported, one third of those cases resulted in fatalities.  
Defining Neglect 
Early studies of child neglect defined neglect based on CPS data, which at the time used 
dichotomous categories such as “neglect” or “no neglect”. These reports yielded a substantial 
body of literature, though there were many methodological shortcomings with the studies. One 
primary problem was the sample restriction to cases that involve more severe forms of neglect. 
Also, when comparing CPS neglect cases to self-ratings of neglect, there were fairly large 
discrepancies in number of reported cases and even more disparity when comparing level of 
severity of neglect between sources (McGee, Wolfe, Yuen, Wilson, and Carnochan, 1995). 
These discrepancies in reported cases and severity of neglect between CPS observer reports and 
self-ratings of neglect led researchers to develop different methods of assessing child neglect. 
Lack of a clear and consistent definition of neglect is the main reason that studying this 
issue is challenging. Unlike other forms of maltreatment, such as physical and sexual abuse, 
which are defined by cruel, harsh, or intrusive parenting behaviors that can clearly be observed, 
child neglect is more difficult to define. There is no uniform operational definition of child 
neglect, making it difficult to research and replicate findings. Definitions vary depending on 
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type, severity, and chronicity of neglect (Lounds, Borokowski, Whitman, 2004). Also, there are a 
number of factors that need to be considered when assessing neglect, which includes but is not 
limited to, the child’s age, level of cognitive development, and parents’ understanding of the 
situation. Particular parenting behaviors have different implications for children’s development 
depending on when they occur (i.e. leaving a 12 yrs. versus a 2 yr. old home alone for 2 hours). 
Therefore, what constitutes “neglectful behavior” is very much dependent on the child’s age 
(Slack, Holl (Farris, 2007; Altenbernd, McDaniel, & Stevens, 2003).  
Additionally, the definition of neglect differs depending on the target of measurement. 
Some researchers focus on the child, and define neglect in terms of exposure to risk or harm, 
while others focus on caregivers’ behaviors. Child-focus definitions of neglect centered on 
children’s basic needs and the extent to which those needs are met, rather than on caregiver 
omissions in care. Crittenden (1999) expressed the importance of holding in mind that the same 
parental characteristics that lead to poverty also lead to neglect when conceptualizing child 
neglect in terms of parental actions or inactions. This conflation of neglect and poverty has been 
extensively documented (see Dubowitz, 2007; Dubowitz, Papas, Black, & Starr, 2002; 
McSherry, 2007). However, in an effort not to attenuate the underlying and contributing factors 
of child neglect, such as social, economic, and parental psychological problems, by placing 
blame solely on parents, we have historically minimized and diverted attention away from 
examining important parental characteristics unique to parents who neglect their children. 
  More recently, a number of neglect experts have defined neglect with respect to the 
caregiver behaviors and responsibility, which has proved useful in avoiding confounds such as 
poverty and young parental age as in the case of adolescent mothers (Slack et al., 2003; 
Harrington, Zuravin, DePanfilis, Ting, & Dubowitz 2002). A common definition used is one 
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offered by Straus, Kinard & Williams (1995), which defines neglect as “a pattern of behavior by 
a caregiver which is characterized by failing to engage in behavior which is needed to meet the 
developmental needs of a child and which is the responsibility of the caregiver to provide” (p.2). 
The developmental needs were derived from a conceptual framework that specified four domains 
of developmental needs: physical, emotional, supervision, and cognitive needs. These domains 
have been used to develop assessments of histories of neglect, as well as the past and present 
neglect of a child. 
Another challenge confronting neglect researchers is difficulty capturing the presence and 
severity of neglect since neglect represents the absence of behaviors. According to McSherry 
(2007), “neglect is inherently a phenomenon that exists on a continuum, ranging from excellent 
care (or needs being met) to grossly inadequate care (needs being completely unmet) (p. 604)”. 
Although there is considerable agreement as to what constitutes neglect, problems occur in 
determining the level of inadequacy of care.  Since neglect is a variable that captures different 
subtypes representing different conditions experienced by children, devising an assessment of 
neglect that measures its severity with respect to each of its dimensions has been challenging. 
This is particularly important because differences in severity of neglect have been found across 
the various domains within the same mother-child pair (Dubowitz, Newton, Litrownik, Lewis, 
Briggs et. al., 2005). For example, a mother might physically neglect her child, but at the same 
time be meeting many of her child’s cognitive needs.  
In the present study, Straus, Kinard, and Williams’ (1995) self-report measure was used 
to assess mothers’ childhood histories of neglect using the short version of the Neglect Scale 
(NS), which captures the extent to which the aforementioned developmental needs were met for 
mothers recalling childhood histories of neglect. The Mother-Child Neglect Scale (MCNS), 
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developed by Lounds, Borkowski, and Whitman (2004) as an assessment that is based on the NS 
and converges with measures that were hypothesized to relate to neglect (i.e. mother’s childhood 
history of neglect, potential abuse or their children, and maladaptive parenting styles), was also 
used as a measure of convergent validity in the present study. 
Subthreshold Child Neglect 
Empirical evidence suggests that child neglect, at varying degrees and across different 
domains, might uniquely affect children’s development (Dubwitz et. at., 2004). In the present 
study, there is particular focus on what’s been termed “subthreshold child neglect”, defined as 
“parenting practices that are suboptimal yet not severe enough to mandate intervention through 
child protection agencies (Borkowski, Carta, Warren, Ramey, & Ramey et al., 2007).” By 
studying “subthreshold” levels of neglect, we can increase our understanding of how more subtle 
forms of child neglect might impede later development, different from more severe forms of 
child neglect, and develop intervention strategies for mother child dyads at risk for repeating the 
cycle of neglect.   
There is a dearth of research studying subthreshold levels of child neglect. And while the 
definition of subthreshold neglect is clearly understood, there continues to be vagueness around 
which parenting behavior practices are of the upmost importance when assessing for child 
neglect. Akai’s (2007) review of the literature on positive parenting behaviors, that when absent, 
would consistently yield poor child outcomes (i.e social emotional competence, social emotional 
problems, cognitive development, and language development), resulted in a conceptual model of 
subthreshold neglect that identified the following parenting behaviors:  warmth and sensitivity, 
positive affect, comfort, guidance of behavior, contingent responsiveness, responsivity, 
recognize and respond, involvement, general verbalness, encouragement of exploration, and 
learning materials. The parenting behaviors identified by Akai were nearly identical to the 
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parenting behaviors that comprised of Farris’ (2007) subthreshold neglect factors, which were 
also based on observational ratings of interactive parenting behaviors. The two factors of 
subthreshold neglect were used in the present study as measures of parenting behaviors that 
constitute subthreshold child neglect among mothers with histories of neglect.  
Farris found the parenting behaviors to load onto two Factors: developmental advance 
needs (Factor 1) and emotional needs (Factor 2). The parenting behaviors were drawn from 
observational ratings of parenting behaviors from the Landry Observation of Parent-child 
Interactions (Landry et al., 1997) and the Infant/Toddler Home Observation for the Measurement 
of the Environment (Caldwell & Bradley, 2001). The methods used to devise the two factors will 
be described in the method section of this report.  
Impact and Risks of Child Neglect 
 The seriousness of child neglect, regardless of level of severity, lies in that it is typically 
of a chronic nature rather than an isolated incident. Whether the neglect is intentional or not, the 
impact of neglect is not often immediate or visible. The effects that chronic neglect has on 
child’s development have been found more harmful than the effects of other forms of child 
maltreatment (Hildyard & Wolfe, 2002; Dubowitz, Papas, Black, & Starr, 2002).  Specifically, 
chronic neglect has been found to affect many developmental domains (i.e. emotional, physical, 
cognitive, and neurobiological) that negatively impact language acquisition, academic 
performance, intelligence, social relationships, attachment, and self-esteem (Bartlett & 
Easterbrooks, 2012). Compared to abused children, school aged neglected children demonstrated 
more severe language delays and disorders. They interacted less with their peers (Hoffman-
Plotkin & Twentyman, 1984), were described as passive rather than angry, and had a proclivity 
to display feelings of helplessness rather than anger under stress (Crittenden & Ainsworth, 
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1989). Similarly, Hildyard and Wolfe (2002) found that neglected children exhibited poor 
emotion regulation, withdrawal, and aggressive behavior.  
 At highest risk for cognitive and social developmental impacts are children who are born 
into high risk environments (i.e. poverty, substance abuse, and mental illness). These children’s 
basic needs were unmet prior to and starting at birth, causing an impairment in subsequent higher 
order development (Kaplan, Schene, DePanfilis, & Gilmore, 2009). In one of the first 
longitudinal studies of first-time mothers identified as high-risk for parenting problems, the 
Minnesota Parent-Child Project, children at risk for neglect at almost 2 years old showed little 
affection, enthusiasm, and compliance, and were easily frustrated and angered during 
interactions with their mothers. These findings are in accordance with Crittenden’s (1992) 
finding that neglected children are more passive and withdrawn during play with their mothers 
(Crittenden, 1992), and teachers’ reports of children with neglect histories as both withdrawn and 
aggressive (Erickson, Egeland, & Pianata, 1989). Additionally, neglected preschoolers display 
internalizing and externalizing behaviors, particularly when neglect occurred simultaneously 
with other risk conditions (Kerr, Black, & Krishnakumar, 2000). 
 Some researchers argue that emotional maltreatment can be viewed as “an attack on the 
child’s sense of self” since the context that children develop in is primarily social and emotional. 
Thus, emotional maltreatment, which refers to emotional abuse and emotional neglect, might be 
the “under-current” of impairment (Wekerle, 2011). Children who are physically neglected are 
often, though not always, emotionally neglected. However, the reverse has not been evidenced; 
emotionally neglected children are not frequently also physically neglected (Erickson & Egeland, 
2011). Most emotionally neglected children – children whose parents are emotionally 
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unresponsive, unavailable, and lack parent-child interaction – have been found to have anxious-
avoidant attachments.  
It has been postulated that parents’ failure to respond to children’s emotional needs, to 
the extreme, can lead to what has been termed “nonorganic failure to thrive syndrome”. Infants 
who suffer from this syndrome suffer psychological consequences that are so great that even 
with adequate nourishment and clinical interventions, they show little improvement. As infants, 
these children were found to show attention-seeking behavior and superficial displays of 
affection, and as older children they were described as spiteful and selfish (MacCarthy, 1979).  
As teenagers with failure to thrive histories, they are hostile and defiant, and demonstrate 
behaviors such as self-harming, that are suggestive of later psychopathology. 
 Emotional neglect has also been indicated as a major risk factor for psychopathology 
(Young, Lennie, and Minnis, 2011), particularly when the emotional neglect occurs during the 
first year of life (Hildyard & Wolfe, 2002). Infants are most vulnerable to the effects of 
emotional neglect; lack of emotional involvement with their parent has been found to lead to 
poor emotion regulation (Lee & Hoaken, 2007). Children’s dependence on their parents during 
infancy, and in particular for regulatory functions, makes examining the quality of the parent-
child relationship extremely crucial in the study of the cycle of neglect. Therefore, the present 
study examined, longitudinally, the effects of subthreshold child neglect from the time the child 
is 12 months to 36 months, using interactional parenting behavior indicators of neglect observed 
at 4 and 8 months.  
Mothering and Child Neglect 
Psychoanalytic theories of mothering propose that mothering is, in large part, a process 
that is learned through early interactions with one’s own mother (or primary female caregiver). A 
particular focus is paid to the mother as she is usually the parent responsible for the early 
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ministrations of the child’s physical needs (i.e. feeding, bathing, monitoring external stimuli), 
and plays a large role in the development of the child’s inner world by helping the child develop 
awareness and ‘containing’ (Winnicott, 1960; Bion, 1962). A child’s development is hindered by 
neglect because neglect is a serious disturbance to the mother-child relationship.  
Neglectful mothers have been found to interact less with their children, provide less 
support to their child’s displays of emotion (Bousha & Twentyman, 1984; Burgess & Conger, 
1978), and inaccurately label their children’s emotions more often than non-neglectful mothers 
(Hildyard & Wolfe, 2007). According to Okado & Azar (2001), mothers who experienced high 
amounts of emotional distance as children in relation to their mothers, or who in other words had 
a disengaged mother-child relationship, scored higher on maltreatment potential and had 
unrealistic expectations about child development. Overall, neglectful mothers act in 
developmentally inappropriate manners as compared to non-neglectful mothers (Fagan & Dore, 
1993), such that in play interactions with their infants these mothers were negative and 
controlling, and they typically provided fewer verbal and nonverbal cues than non-neglectful 
mothers. 
 However, not all neglectful mothers have parent-child interactions that are of the same 
quality. Observational studies have shown that some mothers at risk for child neglect actually 
have the capacity to interact in more positive ways (i.e. show warmth when talking to their child, 
or plan realistically for herself and her child) (Wilson, Kuebli, & Hughes, 2008), and to interact 
or parent similarly to non-neglectful mothers during more structured tasks (Bennett, Sullivan, & 
Lewis, 2006; Wilson, Kuebli, & Hushs, 2005). Thus, the challenge for mothers who neglect, 
particularly when their primary mode of interacting is with a disengaged-withdrawn style, is 
tolerating lack of structure, organization, and their children’s affect during interactions (Milot, 
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St-Laurent, Ethier, & Provost, 2012). These findings suggest that the setting (e.g. amount of 
structure), in addition to maternal characteristics and child characteristics, are functions of child 
neglect that should be considered together.  When the findings on neglectful mothers are 
considered together, one would expect to find a wide range of parenting behaviors that span 
many domains and vary in level of severity. 
Adolescent Mothers and Neglect 
Particular attention has been paid to the study of child neglect among adolescent mothers, 
who have been found to be at high risk for neglecting their children since a disproportionate 
number of adolescent mothers have experienced child abuse, are socially isolated, and are single 
parents who achieve low levels of education and live in poverty (Leabeater & Way, 2001; 
Meade, Kershaw, & Ickovics, 2008). The social context in which adolescent mothers rear their 
children is stressful, and taking into account the developmental challenges of adolescence, these 
mothers are extremely vulnerable. Their limited cognitive maturity, emotional maturity, and 
knowledge of child development (Borkowski et al., 2002), coupled with the added stress of 
navigating the developmental task of solidifying their identity, discovering who they are separate 
from their own mothers, and the desire for peer acceptance can overwhelm young mothers’ 
internal resources thereby increasing the likelihood of insensitive or neglectful parenting (Noria, 
Weed, & Keogh, 2007).   
Nonetheless, the findings about adolescent mothers are mixed. Crockenberge (1987) 
found young mothers, ages 17-21, reared by caregivers who were rejecting during childhood to 
display punitive and angry parenting with their children. Similarly, Sommer et al., (1993) found 
adolescent mothers to be less affectionate, flexible, patient, and sensitive with their children than 
older mothers.  
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However, others researcher found that despite the personal, social, and financial 
challenges of young mothers, the outcomes for the mother-child dyad are not always grim 
(Borkowski et al., 2007; Easterbrooks et al., 2011). A number of teen mothers are resilient and, 
for them, the transition into parenthood can represent a chance to have a new and positive 
experience. Although for teen mothers, histories of maternal neglect and the quality of mother-
child interactions during childhood have been found to predict neglect potential during middle-
childhood of children born to adolescent mothers (Lounds Borkowski, & Whitman, 2006), it is 
especially important that we continue to investigate what allows some adolescent mothers to 
reframe motherhood and use it as a force that alters their life trajectory, and that of their children, 
toward more positive paths. The present study aimed to shed light on the observed mixed results 
by including late adolescent mothers in the study in order to examine their capacity to reflect on 
their children’s minds, which would help explain individual differences between adolescent 
mothers who continue the cycle of neglect and those who do not. 
Child Neglect and Internal Representations 
Attachment theory provides a platform for understanding children’s formation of internal 
representations, and how they might develop within the context of neglect. The purpose of 
children’s attachment system, according to Bowlby (1969/1982), is to self-regulate in order to 
ensure survival and security, and it emerges under the foundation of the parental caregiving 
system. Children encode memories of interactions with their caregivers as a protector. Children 
who don’t feel protected fail to develop a sense of security about their attachment figure; they 
anticipate that their needs will not be met, and they develop feelings of insecurity (Ainsworth, et 
al., 1978). Thus, the child’s internal representation of their relationship to their mother is shaped 
by the interactions taking place between them and the memories formed as a result of these 
interactions.  
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Maternal neglect can negatively affect children’s internal representations, which is 
reflected in their attachment classification. Because neglecting mothers fail to attend to and 
provide for their children’s needs, it is expected that their children will be insecurely attached, 
with an anxious-avoidant attachment style in particular.   According to Ethier (1999), neglected 
children exhibit significantly more attachment problems than other children.  Using George and 
Solomon’s attachment classification system to assess the attachment security of preschoolers, 
Venet et al. (2011) found neglected children to have significantly more anxious-avoidant 
attachment, but not disorganized attachment classifications (Venet, Bureau, Gosselin, & 
Capuano, 2011; Youngblade and Belsky, 1989). Among maltreated children, insecure patterns of 
relatedness with their mothers were linked to elevated levels of depressive symptoms and lower 
emotional competence (Toth & Ciccheti, 1996). Such findings suggest that maltreatment and 
insecure attachments have negative effects on the way children view themselves, in that they 
might view themselves as unintelligent, unlovable, unworthy, etc.  
Studies that examined maltreated toddlers’ use of internal state language as an indicator 
of their feelings about themselves, found that they use less internal-state words or references 
(Beeghly & Cicchetti, 1994) and speak less about their negative internal states (Crittenden & 
Dilla, 1988) during play sessions. In other words, their failure to express the range of their 
feelings leaves them vulnerable to developing a “false self” (Winnicott, 1965). However, the 
extent to which this applies to neglected children is unknown, since the different groups were not 
considered separately. To my knowledge, there are no known studies that examine the internal-
state knowledge of children or adults with histories of neglect.  
Through the lens of attachment theory, we know that the way children view themselves, 
their mothers, and other people in the world is largely determined by their attachment 
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organization. These internal representations are generalized to relationships (with the self and 
others) later in life, thereby perpetuating negative relationship histories (Toth, Cicchetti, Macfie, 
& Emde, 1997). However, this is not a one-to-one correlation and does not exclusively explain 
why people neglected as children will grow up to be neglectful parents. In the section following, 
two current theories for how negative relationship patterns are transmitted across generations are 
presented. 
Intergenerational Transmission of Relational Patterns 
Parenting practices and behaviors are believed to be transmitted across generations (Azar 
et al., 2008; Belsky et al., 2005), putting mothers with histories of neglect at risk for transmitting 
behavioral and emotional patterns characteristic of neglect to their children. Maternal history of 
child abuse and neglect has been associated with neglectful and abusive parenting. However, 
intergenerational processes remain unclear due in large part to the complexities of childhood and 
life experiences. From childhood into parenthood, people can have experiences of both 
disturbance and care (sensitive and responsive) that have an impact on the quality of parenting 
that they will provide to their child (Lieberman, Padron, von Horn, & Harris, 2005). 
It is a fairly agreed upon notion that early relational experiences in the mother-child 
relationship lay the foundation for future relational interactions. The psychoanalytic and 
maltreatment literature supports the idea that there are intergenerational parallels in relationship 
patterns (see Fonagy, Steele, Steele, 1991 for references). Maltreatment researchers have 
attempted to explain which factors in the parent-child dyad perpetuate the cycle of maltreatment; 
however, there have been disparate findings as a result of methodological flaws in the 
intergenerational maltreatment literature (Ertem, Leventhan, & Dobbs, 2000). Attachment 
researchers, on the other hand, have made headway in explicating the link between children’s 
early experiences with their caregivers and subsequent social and emotional functioning and 
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adaptation (Sroufe, Carlson, Levy, & Egeland, 1999) that can be used to inform our 
understanding of the transmission of neglect. In this section, is a review of how these two lines 
of theorizing, considered together, can expand our understanding about the cycle of neglect.  
It has been a struggle to understand the mechanisms that differentiate parents who do and 
those who do not break cycles of maltreatment. Some mothers who were neglected as children 
are more capable than others at interrupting the cycle of neglect and establishing healthy 
relationships with their children while others are not. There appears to be a general consensus 
that most parents with a history of maltreatment do not maltreat their own children (Dixon, 
Browne, & Hamilton-Giachritsis, 2009). Even so, lower quality of affective communication was 
found in mother-child dyads where neglect is present (Milot et al., 2012), which can affect child 
development. Both the cycle of maltreatment and the intergenerational transmission of 
attachment focuses on the emotion, affects, and behaviors of mothers during interactions with 
their child, and together could help elucidate the undercurrent of the cycle of neglect. 
Cycle of Maltreatment 
The variability in terms of when and how the cycle of maltreatment is continued, 
perpetuates the controversy around the claim that maltreatment leads to maltreatment; therefore, 
more research on the influences of maltreatment history on parenting practices would clarify 
many questions (Newcombs & Locke, 2001).  Much focus has centered on understanding the 
influence of histories of abuse, either in conjunction with or above that of neglect, which makes 
it difficult to distinguish the impact of different types of histories of maltreatment on parenting 
practices. Nonetheless, the theory behind the cycle of maltreatment provides a framework from 
which to develop a fuller understanding of how these histories influence parenting behaviors.  
Fraiberg (1975), based on clinical observations, describes how parents’ unconscious, yet 
extremely influential, painful childhood experiences characterized by punishment and neglect, 
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get enacted during parent-child interactions. She uses the metaphor of “ghosts” to explain how 
these negative past experiences get transferred from parent to child. When ghosts have their 
influence, the parent ignores or misconstrues the child’s signals of need as evidence of the 
child’s inherent badness. The mother is prevented from acknowledging her child’s needs because 
of her own unmet childhood needs, which result in behaviors toward the child that are rejecting 
and angry. The child then internalizes these interactions and develops a sense of self as unworthy 
and undeserving of love. According to Fraiberg, the enactments are a result of repression and 
isolation of affect associated with terrifying early memories. During these enactments, the parent 
is identified with both the betrayer and the aggressor (pp 134-135).  
Lieberman et al (2005) offer an opposing metaphor, “angels”, to represent cumulative 
benevolent influences from the past that arrive in the present to act upon parent-child 
interactions. The idea is that there are healthy aspects of children that were developed, in large 
part, by seemingly unremarkable parent–child interactions in which the child experienced intense 
shared affect with the maltreating parent and felt nearly perfectly understood, accepted, and 
loved. For parents who break the cycle of maltreatment, it is because these experiences afforded 
them the opportunity to develop a core sense of security and self-worth. According to 
Lierberman (2005), angels provide a “protective shield of parental love” that enables the child to 
repair when there are ruptures in the parent-child relationship. She asserts that “ghosts and angels 
coexist in dynamic tension with each other, at times actively struggling for supremacy and at 
other times revering to a quiescent state…” (p.506).  
Such a theoretical model speaks to the issue of child neglect, specifically for those 
incidents of child neglect that fall somewhere in the middle along the continuum of neglect. In 
this study, we refer to these incidents of neglect as subthreshhold neglect, which is an important 
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area to research, since neglectful mothers are not always neglectful parents across different 
domains of parent-child interactions. Fraiberg and Leiberman’s theory of the cycle of neglect 
informs our understanding of what might be happening mentally for the mother in those 
instances when she is not capable of utilizing her mental capacities to direct positive behaviors 
toward her child. However, the mechanisms that allow her to do this, particularly in moments of 
heightened emotions and disorganization, remain unclear. One set of findings that can help us fill 
in this gap may lay in the attachment research. Attachment researchers have empirically 
demonstrated how different mental states influence parenting behaviors which is described 
further below. 
Intergenerational Transmission of Attachment Patterns 
  Bowlby’s attachment theory provides the broadest explanation for the social transmission 
of relationship patterns across generations. The concept of security is central to Bowlby’s 
construction of the internal working models and is at the basis Mary Ainsworth’s (1974) strange 
situation and Mary Main’s (1985) work on adult attachment security which is referred to as 
“state of mind with respect to attachment”. Security has strong implications for human 
development, and the basis for the development of security begins in the first year of life with the 
mother-infant relationship.  
It is well documented that secure mother-infant attachment leads to social and emotional 
competence that later provides a buffer for children as they progress through developmental 
challenges (Ward & Carlson, 1995; Lewis, Feiring, McGuffog, & Jaskir, 1984). Mother-child 
interactions are internalized early in life and shape the infant’s expectations and evaluations of 
relationship experiences throughout life and into the next generation (Bowlby, 1973, 1988). 
Responsive and sensitive interactions have been shown to set the stage for a secure attachment, 
whereas the reverse preempts insecure attachments. These attachment styles categorize the 
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quality of internal representations, which are relatively resistant to change, though amenable to 
experiences in the present. 
Mothers’ current state of mind with respect to attachment are observed in their 
descriptions of and reflections on childhood experiences, and classified based on the manner in 
which the stories are relayed rather than the nature of the experiences themselves.  Mothers can 
be classified as autonomous/secure or any of the three insecure classifications: anxious-
preoccupied, dismissive-avoidant, and fearful-avoidant. Autonomous mothers’ narratives are 
both coherent and believable and demonstrate objectivity and balance when discussing their 
childhood histories. The way they discuss their childhood experiences suggests that they have 
worked through concerns regarding childhood experiences to the extent that it does not 
preoccupy their minds during interactions with their children. They often have children who are 
categorized as secure, meaning that show a balance between exploration and attachment.  
In general, insecure mothers show a lack of balance between intimacy and objectivity in 
discourse about attachment. Dismissive-avoidant mothers are not in touch with the emotional 
nature of childhood attachment experiences, and often express an inability to recall and have 
narratives that lack affect. Their desire for independence results in a suppression and denial of 
the need for intimacy and closeness. Similarly, their infants are often classified as anxious-
avoidant because they exhibit restricted range of affect and lack a balance between exploration 
and attachment. They show little emotion or acknowledgment of their caregiver. The dismissive-
avoidant mothering style is most often associated with neglectful mothers and children, whereas 
the fearful-avoidant style is often characteristic of mothers with childhood histories of loss and 
sexual abuse. These mothers are fearful and/or irrational because of their early trauma and loss 
experiences. Mothers of this type are ambivalent about closeness because they have difficulty 
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trusting others’ intentions and have low self-worth. Likewise, their infants are often classified as 
disorganized, meaning they display odd, fearful, and contradictory behaviors toward their 
mothers. Disorganized attachment relationships are believed to result from having either a 
frightening or frightened caregiver or from an extremely insensitive or neglectful caregiver 
(Main & Hesse, 1990; Lyons-Ruth et al. 1999). 
Anxious-preoccupied mothers, on the other hand, are overinvolved with their childhood 
experiences. They appear overwhelmed by the idea of attachment to the extent that their 
narratives are incoherent and full of anger or passivity. Mothers of this type often have histories 
of maternal rejection and as children felt responsible for the care of their mothers. As a result, 
they are reluctant to acknowledge attachment needs, which make them insensitive and 
unresponsive to their infant’s needs. Their interactions with their infants are typically 
inconsistent and confused, and so their infants become frustrated and anxious by their attachment 
needs. These infants have a resistant attachment style, so they become easily overwhelmed by 
novel situations.  
 Hesse & Main (2006) postulated that the dissociative fragments or lapses evidenced in 
mothers’ discussion of loss and trauma during the Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) are likely 
also elicited during interactions with their infants. In other words, it is how the mother constructs 
her experiences of trauma, abuse, neglect, abandonment, and loss that determine her state of 
mind with respect to attachment, and thus the quality of her communication and interaction with 
her child. Mothers’ prenatal states of mind were found to be strongly associated with infant 
attachment organization at 12 and 15 months in approximately 68% of families, thus supporting 
the intergenerational concordance of attachment in adult and adolescent mothers (Fonagy, Steele, 
& Steele, 1991; Ward and Carlson, 1995).   
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Hence, adolescent mothers and adult mothers alike construct their maltreatment histories 
similarly, that is, with varying amounts of lapses in their discourse. The assumption that 
adolescent mothers and their infants show disproportionately high anxious attachment patterns, 
because of their high risk and level of vulnerability, was not confirmed (Ward & Carlson, 1995). 
There exists “wide variability among adolescent mothers’ states of mind with respect to 
attachment, although at a group level they may be at somewhat increased risk for 
‘nonautonomous’ working models when compared to older, better-educated, and economically 
more advantaged women. (p.76)” Additionally, adolescent mothers had similar rates of 
occurrence of secure attachment as normative groups. 
In order to develop a better understanding of the behavior processes that explain the 
strong relationship between maternal attachment representations, assessed prenatally, and the 
subsequent quality of mother-infant attachment, a number of researchers examined maternal 
sensitivity (Demers, Bernier, Tarabulsy, & Provost, 2012; Laranjo, Bernier, Meins, 2008; Meins, 
Fernyhough, Fradley, & Tuckey, 2001). Insensitive maternal behavior is believed to be the result 
of restrictions placed on the mothers’ ability to attend to her child, as evidenced by incoherencies 
in discourse about early attachment relationships. However, according to a meta-analysis, 
maternal sensitivity only partially explains these processes, accounting for only 23% of the 
variance in the relation between maternal AAI and infant attachment (van Ijzendoorn, 1995). 
Maternal sensitivity has been operationalized in different ways, and one of the most utilized 
scoring systems evaluated three aspects of sensitivity: sensitivity, control/intrusiveness, and 
unresponsiveness (Crittenden, 1983). Earlier conceptualization of maternal sensitivity captured 
qualities of mothers’ behavior in interaction with their child. More recently, maternal sensitivity 
has been conceptualized in terms of the mother’s ability to think about her child’s mental states, 
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which has been found to best explain the intergenerational transmission of attachment patterns 
(Meins, Fernyhough, Fradley, & Tuckey, 2001; Bernier & Dozier, 2003 Laranjo, Bernier, Meins, 
2008). 
Maternal Reflexivity 
Mentalizing is a process that includes having awareness of the connections between past 
experiences of attachment and present triggers in relationships. “Mentalizing pertains to a vast 
array of mental states: desires, needs, feelings, thoughts… in oneself but also in other persons 
(Allen, 2006, p. 6).” When metalizing, a person is performing many different yet related 
cognitive functions concerning mental states such as attending, perceiving, interpreting and 
inferring. Mentalizing is a reflective and intuitive action that can be done interactively and which 
is often about emotions. In the psychoanalytic sense of the word, it is defined as “the mental 
process by which an individual implicitly and explicitly interprets the actions of himself and 
others as meaningful on the basis of intentional mental states such as personal desires, needs, 
feelings, beliefs and reasons (Bateman & Fonagy, 2004, p.21).” A mother’s capacity for 
mentalizing is a key factor in determining whether she will offer a secure or insecure attachment 
response to her child’s signal of need.  Both reflective functioning and mind-mindedness are 
attachment constructs that offer ways to measure mothers’ capacity for mentalizing about her 
child. 
Reflective Functioning 
Reflective functioning (RF) is an operational definition of the capacity to envision the 
mental states of the self and other, and is an alternative way of rating AAI transcripts (Fonagy et 
al., 1998). “When caregivers are more reflective, children become confident that their internal 
states will be appropriately processed, thus laying the foundations of a secure attachment 
relationship (Arnott & Meins, 2007). RF promotes a secure infant-parent attachment relationship 
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because it is indicative of parents’ tendency to reflect on their children’s emotions and mental 
states. Maternal RF, as assessed using the Parent Development Interview (PDI) (Amber, Slade, 
Berger, Bresgi, & Kaplan, 1985) was found to significantly contribute to the intergenerational 
transmission of attachment. 
Studies have shown that the quality of infant-mother affective communication mediates 
the relationship between maternal RF and infant-mother attachment security (Slade, 
Grienenberger, Bernbach, Levy, Locker, 2005; Grienenberger, Kelly, & Slade, 2005). The PDI 
asks mothers to respond to questions about her child and their relationship. The quality of the 
mother’s narrative about her child and their relationship, like the quality of discourse on the AAI, 
is assessed for RF. Autonomous mothers receive significantly higher RF scores than non-
autonomous mothers.  Maternal disorganized attachment, atypical maternal behavior, and 
disrupted affective communication, including frightening, frightened, and withdrawn behavior 
were associated with low RF (Grienenberger et al., 2005).  
In sum, higher RF predicts secure infant-parent attachment, while lower RF predicts 
insecure attachment. RF is a representational measure of mental state capacity, yet the quality of 
maternal discourse is assumed to map onto the quality of responsiveness to her child’s internal 
states during real-life interactions. However, this link can only be inferred using the AAI and 
PDI because they do not measure this capacity as it happens in live mother-child interactions.  
Mind-Mindedness 
Mind-mindedness (MM) is the ability to read one’s infant’s internal states. A unique 
feature of MM is that “it defines an aspect of parent-child interaction that is at the interface of 
representation and behavior” (Arnott & Meins, 2007). MM is a construct used to study maternal 
behavior and child development, primarily among low income samples. It captures mothers’ 
capacity to consider their infant as an intentional individual with an active and autonomous 
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mental life (Meins & Fernyhough, 2012). In a sense, it refers to the metacognitive capacity to 
think about thinking (Holmes, 2006), which allow parents to attribute meaning to the infant’s 
behavioral signals so that they are able to respond appropriately to the underlying need (Meins, 
1999).  
MM is considered a prerequisite for and is a crucial aspect of maternal sensitivity (Meins 
et al., 2012). It allows the mother not only to perceive her infant’s cues but to correctly interpret 
them (Larano, Berbier, Meins, 2008). MM has been operationalized, in the first year of life, as 
parent’s tendency to comment appropriately on their infants’ internal states. Comments are 
considered appropriate or inappropriate depending on the extent to which the parent appears to 
correctly read the infant’s emotion or state of mind. Appropriate comments depend on the 
parents’ ability to represent the child’s states appropriately. In older children, MM can also be 
assessed in terms of the proportion of mentalistic attributions a parent uses during the “describe 
your child interview”.  
Personal background and current life situation (i.e. age, education, income, stability of 
housing, social support, marital stability, and psychological adjustment) is believed to influence 
mothers’ display of mind-mindedness. In a sample of adolescent and adult mothers from 
primarily white, French speaking, and middle income backgrounds, adult mothers were found to 
be more sensitive and use more appropriate mind-related comments overall and fewer negative 
comments than adolescent mothers. Additionally, adult mothers’ infants were more frequently 
categorized as securely attached. Among the adolescent mothers, sensitive mothers made fewer 
comments about their infant’s attempts at mind manipulation, were overall, not particularly 
verbal about their children’s states of mind and frequently failed to accurately interpret the 
meaning of their infant’s signals (Demers, Bernier, Tarabulsy, & Provost, 2010). In keeping with 
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other findings about adolescent mothers’ readiness for parenting, adolescent mothers were found 
to make more negative comments to and/or about their child (Lyons-Ruth, et al., 2005).  
  Mind-mindedness is unique to the specific parent-child relationship and cannot be 
generalized to relationships with another infant (Meins, Fernyhough, Arnott, and Wilson, 2006). 
Mind-mindedness in infant-parent interaction is related to RF during the AAI (Arnott & Meins, 
2007), and can independently predict parent-child attachment, thereby offering an alternative 
bridge for the transmission gap (Meins et al., 2001). Therefore, MM will be used as the measure 
for maternal reflexivity in the present study. Maternal mind-mindedness affords us the 
opportunity to assess how mothers, including those at high risk for caregiving difficulties, 
transfer insensitive, unhealthy, and neglectful emotional and behavioral patterns to their infants. 
At present, MM has not been assessed in mothers with histories of neglect with the specific 
intent to develop a deeper understanding of the intergenerational transmission of neglect or other 
forms of maltreatment. 
Study Rationale 
 Although the links between history of maltreatment, attachment security, and later 
parent-child insecure attachment and maltreatment perpetration have been established, support 
for the cycle of maltreatment is insufficient because of definitional and methodological issues. 
This study contributes to our understanding of the cycle of child neglect by clearly defining how 
neglect is being conceptualized and using empirically valid and reliable measures to assess 
neglect in mothers and their children.  The central aim of the present study is to examine the 
relationship between maternal history of neglect and the capacity for mind-mindedness in hopes 
of shedding light on the mechanisms that perpetuate neglect. More specifically, the aims of the 
study are to expand our knowledge about (1) the effects of maternal history of neglect on 
subthreshold neglect among adolescent and adult mothers; (2) the variations in the provision of 
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subthreshold neglect when histories of neglect are compounded with other forms of 
maltreatment; and (3) the moderating role of maternal mind-mindedness on subthreshold neglect 
severity. 
Based on previous research in the area of neglect and child development, the present 
study tested the underlying assumption that maternal history of neglect leads to poor child 
outcomes in a subthreshold sample (see Figure 1). One related hypothesis is that mothers with 
severe histories of neglect and low mind-mindedness will have higher levels of subthreshold 
neglect. Related to this is theory is that first time mothers with histories of neglect will show 
differences in their capacity to mentalize about their child’s states of mind, with adult mothers 
showing a greater capacity for mind-mindedness. It was also speculated that more severe 
histories of neglect will have greater implications on neglectful maternal interactive behaviors, 
and thus, child development outcomes. And, given that histories of neglect are often associated 
with histories of abuse, it will be important to control for these factors. Taken together, the 
following hypotheses were the focus of the present study: H1: MM will moderate the 
relationship between (a) history of neglect and (b) subthreshold neglect by the mother after 
controlling for three types of abuse and age. H2: Subthreshold neglect will be negatively 
associated with child outcomes of intellectual, social emotional, and physical development at 12, 
24, ad 36 months. 
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 The sample used in the present study was conveniently selected from the 251 mother 
infant dyads that were among a larger sample of 682 mothers-infant dyads who participated in 
the Parenting for the First Time (PET) project, a prospective longitudinal study conducted by the 
Center for the Prevention of Child Neglect. The participants represented a social and culturally 
diverse sample of adult and teen first-time mothers across four cities: Birmingham, AL (31%), 
Washington, DC (25%), Kansas City, KS (23%), and South Bend, IN (21%). The mothers 
comprised three groups: adolescents (less than 19 years of age at time of child’s birth), low-
resource adults (older than 21 with a high school education), and high-resource adults (older than 
21 with a 4-year college degree). The sample that completed the assessments for history of 
neglect comprised 73% (495 participants) of the original sample, with a breakdown of 283 
adolescent mothers, 111 low resource mothers, and 101 high resource mothers.  The subsample 
that gave consent for and participated in the Strange Situation procedure at the 12-month 
assessment were 251 mother-child dyads. This subsample was not significantly different from 
the full sample in terms of type of mother (adolescent, low resource and high resource adults), 
race, education, and socioeconomic status.  
Sample Selection  
 
The study participants are 96 mother-child dyads that were drawn from the 251 mothers-
infant dyads who participated in the semi-structured play session at 12 months for the Parenting 
for the First Time (PET) project. A summary of excluded participants is presented in Table 1. A 
one-month window was allowed for conducting the play session; therefore, children over 13 
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months were excluded to stay within guidelines for coding mind-mindedness. The subsample of 
251 mother-infant dyads had been compared to the larger sample by the researchers and was not 
found to be significantly different in terms of type of mother (i.e. teen vs low resource adult vs 
high resource adult), race, education, or socioeconomic status. However, the sample of 96 
mother-child dyads used in the present study was compared to the larger sample used in the PET 
project and some differences were noticed in the demographics. 
A Chi-Square test (see Table 2) indicated significant differences between race/ethnicity 
of mothers in the subsample and the larger sample used in the PET project, 2 (7, n = 682) = 
15.201, p = .034.   There was a larger Non-Hispanic White (31.3%, n = 30) sample of mothers as 
compared to 16.7% in the larger sample.  There was also a trend of fewer Black mothers (56.3%, 
n = 54) in the subsample compared to 65.9% in the larger sample.  Another chi-square test 
indicated significant differences in nationality, 2 (n = 682) = 5.645, p = .018. Approximately 
Table 1.  
 
Exclusion Criteria 
Excluded Criteria N 
Missing Mother History 32 
BDI Scores ≥ 19 26 
Child Age ≥ 14 22 
Poor Audiovisual 5 
Videos Not Retrieved 67 
Data Error/Missing 3 
Total Excluded 155 
 
Table 2.  
 
Mean Differences between Subsample and Larger 
Sample 
 
Variable 2 df (N) p 
Race/Ethnicity 15.201 7(682) .034* 
Nationality 5.645 1(682) .018* 
Marital Status 11.727 5(682) .039* 
Employment Status 2.410 1(682) .121 
Contact with Father 1.962 1(682) .161 
*p < .05.  **p < .01 
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6.3% (n = 6) of mothers were NON-USA born and 82.3% (n = 79) were USA born. In addition, a 
chi-square test showed significant differences in marital status, 2 (5, n = 682) = 11.727, p 
= .039.  Married mothers comprised of 24% of the subsample compared to 14.8% of the larger 
sample.  
An independent-sample t-test was conducted to compare the prenatal family history of 
the subsample to the larger sample, summarized in Table 3. Significant differences were found in 
total number of adults in the household between the larger sample (M = 1.67, SD = 1.002) and 
the subsample (M = 1.42, SD = .738). Mothers in the larger sample had fewer years of schooling 
(M = 5.92, SD 2.478) as compared to the subsample (M = 6.81, SD = 2.590). In addition, the 
subsample significantly differed by levels of depression. Mothers with depression scores in the 
clinical range of moderate to severe, which are scores above 19, as indicated on the BDI-II, were 
excluded from the present study.  Maternal depression has been linked to child neglect, and has 
been found to significantly impact child outcomes in which there are instances of child neglect 
(Mustillo, Dorsey, Conover, & Burns, 2011). In addition, maternal depression in clinical samples 
has been found to be associated with lower scores for appropriate mind-related comments (Meins 
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Table 3.  
 
Difference between Larger Sample and Subsample Prenatal Family History 
 Sample Subsample    
Variable M (SD) M (SD) t df p 
Prenatal FMLH: Total 
number of adults in 
household other than 
pregnant woman (18 years 
or older)  
1.67 (1.002) 1.42 (.738) 2.847 156.458 .005* 
Prenatal FMLH: Total 
number of children in 
household other than 
pregnant woman (less than 
18 years) 
1.10 (1.338) .86 (1.190) 1.618 672 .106 
Prenatal FMLH: Total 
hours per week spent 
working 
2.23 (.786) 2.41 (.747) -1.087 144 .279 
Prenatal FMLH: Mom’s 
age calculated at birth of 
child 
21.10 (5.072) 21.98 (5.128) -1.570 665 .117 
Prenatal FMLH: Total 
number of household 
members excluding mother 
2.77 (1.871) 2.28 (1.528) 2.756 144.023 .007* 
Prenatal FMLH: Combined 
grade for mom – Current 
years of schooling 
5.92 (2.479) 6.81 (2.590) -3.110 123.714 .002* 
Prenatal FMLH: Combined 
grade for baby’s father – 
Current years of schooling 
6.37 (2.258) 6.83 (2.278) -1.708 584 .088 
Prenatal BDI-II:  Total 
score 
12.91 (8.082) 9.80 (4.619) 5.350 210.169 .000* 
*p < .05.  **p < .01 
Design and Procedures 
 Interested mothers from hospitals, health clinics, social service agencies, and school-aged 
mothers’ programs throughout the four cities were screened over the phone by project 
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representatives. In-person assessments began during their third trimester of pregnancy and 
continued until each child turned 3 years of age. There are a number of time points of interest for 
the present study. Maternal history of neglect was assessed using the Neglect Scale (AMP), and 
history of abuse was assessed using the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ), both at 6 
months. At 4 and 8 months, maternal interactive behaviors were assessed using Landry’s 
Naturalistic Observation of Parenting Essentials (Landry, Smith, Miller-Loncar, & Swank, 1997) 
and the Infant/Toddler Home observations for the Measurement of the Environment, as well as 
the Social, Emotional, and Mental Neglect Indicator scale that’s based on the parenting 
observations. Lastly, at 12, 24, and 36 months, the social emotional functioning of the children 
was assessed using the Brief Infant Toddler Social and Emotional Assessment 
(BITSEA/ITSEA), intellectual functioning was assessed using the Bayley Mental Development 
Index-Second Edition (BSID-II), as well as physical development (i.e. weight and height).  
Measures 
Maternal Characteristics 
Neglect Scale (NS). Maternal history of neglect was assessed by self-administration of the About 
My Parent (History of Neglect) Scale, the 8-item short form of the Neglect Scale developed by 
Strauss, Kinard, and Williams (1995). Mothers are asked to report about their parent’s behaviors 
toward her during her childhood. The short form is highly correlated (.95) with the longer 
version, which was found reliable with both low and high risk populations. Like its longer 
version, the short form has very high internal consistency reliability of .89 indicating that the 8 
items were tapping into the same construct. Two items from each of the four original subscales 
(i.e. emotional needs α = .89, cognitive needs α = .82, supervisory needs α = .82, and physical 
needs α = .80) make up the short form. Participants responded on a 4-point Likert-type scale 
ranging from (1) strongly agree to (4) strongly disagree. Overall neglect scores ranged from 8-
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32, with higher scores indicating more experiences of neglect. Limitations of both the short and 
full scale are that they yield dichotomous classification and do not ask about current parenting 
behaviors, types of neglect, or severity of neglect. Reported strengths of the full scale is that it 
has good convergent validity and captures low levels of child neglect (Lounds, Borkowski, 
Whitman, 2012).  
 Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ). This 28-item self-report measure developed by 
Bernstein and Flink (1997) is useful with adolescents and adults to identify a wide variety of 
traumatic childhood conditions. It yields scores for five types of maltreatment: physical abuse, 
sexual abuse, emotional abuse, physical neglect, and emotional neglect. Participants respond on a 
5-point Likert-type scale with a range from (1) never true to (5) very often true. This measure has 
a test-retest reliability of .88 and an internal consistency reliability of .80 to .97. It has been used 
to assess diverse populations in terms of ethnicity and socioeconomic status. In the present study, 
it was used as an assessment for three types of abuse: emotional, physical, and sexual since abuse 
and neglect has been found to co-exist. Abuse will be controlled for in the present study in order 
to focus specifically at history of neglect.   
Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition (BDI-II). Maternal depression was assessed using the 
BDI-II, a 21-item self-report measure that is widely used as an indicator of severity of depression 
experienced within the last two weeks (Beck, Steer, Brown, 1996). Its criteria are consistent with 
the DSM-IV criteria for Major Depression. Scores range from 0-13 indicating minimal 
depression, 14-19 indicating mild depression, 20-28 indicating moderate depression, and 29-63 
indicating severe depression. A major limitation of this scale is that its psychometric properties 
have been tested primarily on Caucasians (60%) and normed using an adult sample, although it 
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has been used with adolescents and diverse ethnic populations as well. In addition, it has not 
been tested using individuals of low socioeconomic status. Therefore, to account for the level of 
depression that might be more common in people with histories of neglect, and for the variability 
associated with low education and low socioeconomic status, the exclusion criteria have been set 
at the marker for severe depression. 
Parenting Behaviors 
Maternal Mind-Mindedness (MM). The standard method for assessing mind-mindedness (MM) uses 
the coding system developed by Meins and Fernyhough (2012), require videos of free play 
sessions with mother-infant dyads. (see Appendix) Mothers are instructed to interact with their 
child as they normally would, and this interaction is recorded for roughly 20 minute segments. 
Research using this approach yielded findings that suggest that MM independently predict child 
attachment style. For the present study, MM was assessed using videos of the Strange Situation 
protocol, a semi-structured play sequence with intermittent breaks between mother-child 
interactions. Only the comments made by the mother to the child were coded for MM. These 
videos were coded by raters, who were trained independently by a master coder, for the purpose 
of this project. The training occurred in private group sessions at City University of New York 
department of psychology. Interrater reliability analysis was conducted using a two-way mixed 
model Intraclass Correlations Coefficient (ICC) to determine absolute agreement among raters 
on proportion of mind-related comments. The interrater reliability (ICC (3,3)) for the raters was 
found to range .800 to .878. To control for differences in verbosity, the proportion of mind-
related and appropriate comment to total comments made, were used to predict parenting 
behaviors and children’s socioemotional development. 
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Subthreshold Neglect Factors. Using the method outlined by Farris (2007), items from the Landry 
Observation of Parent-child Interactions (Landry et al., 1997) and the Infant/Toddler Home 
Observation for the Measurement of the Environment (Caldwell & Bradley, 2001) were used to 
represent subthreshold neglect of children’s developmental advance needs (Factor 1) and 
emotional needs (Factor 2). These factors were created by first aggregating the statistically 
similar scores from the 4 and 8 month parent-child observations, for a more robust measure, and 
then testing for associations with the interview rating of socioemotional neglect. Below are the 
measures used to assess the observational ratings of parenting behaviors: 
 Naturalistic Observations of Parenting. Mother-child home-based interactions were rated 
based on a coding scheme developed and modified by Landry (1997) for use with infants and for 
a shorter duration of time. Mothers were asked to do what they typically do while infants were 
awake and within visual range. Raters observed 30 min interactions broken down into 2 minutes 
of adjustment, four 5-min observational segments of maternal behavior, and 2 minutes of coding 
behavior immediately after each segment.  Maternal parenting behaviors addressed in the study 
focus on mothers’ attention to her child’s social emotional development, broken down into seven 
interactive behaviors: 1. Display of positive affect (refers to the number of smiles directed 
toward the child); 2. Warmth/sensitivity (refers to behaviors such as maintaining proximity to the 
child, physical affection, and encouragement/praise of the child; 3. Contingent responsiveness 
(refers to involvement with the child, patience, and prompt sensitive responses to the child’s 
signals; 4. Physical intrusiveness (refers to expression of impatience, removing things from the 
child without good reason, and unnecessary or disruptive repositioning; 5. Punitive tone (refers 
to negative, impatient, abrupt, or angry tones when dealing with the child; 6. Verbal content 
(refers to the extent to which mothers scold, taunt, or demean their child; and 7. General 
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verbalness (refers to amount of time spent talking to child). Scores ranged from 1 to 5 with 
higher scores indicating more positive parenting. All raters had at least an 80% agreement with a 
master coder for every dimension of maternal parenting for both on-site and videotaped 
interactions. The original coding system has an internal consistency coefficient of .81, with 
reliability ranging from .80 to .84 (Hammond, Landry, Swank, & Smith, 1999).  
Infant/Toddler Home Observation for the measurement of the Environment Inventory 
ratings. The quality of the child’s home environment and interactions with parental figures was 
assessed through semi-structured interview and naturalistic observations in the participant’s 
homes. Interviewers were trained by one of the authors of the IT-Home, and each coder reached 
a minimum of 90% reliability using both video and live coding. The measure has been found to 
be a reliable measure of children’s (birth to 36
th
 months) outcomes in the domains such as early 
motor and social development, language competence, achievement, and behavior problems 
(Bradley, Mundfrom, Whiteside, Casey, & Barrett, 1994; Bradley, Corwyn, Pipes-McAdoo, & 
Garcia-Coll, 2001). The IT-Home utilized factor analysis of 45 dichotomously coded parenting 
behavior to derive 6 subscales: Responsivity, Acceptance, Organization, Learning Materials, 
Involvement, and Variety. Responsivity refers to the extent to which parents respond to 
children’s behavior by offering verbal, tactile, and emotional reinforcement for desired behavior, 
and communicating clearly through words and actions. Acceptance refers to parental acceptance 
of less than optimal behavior from the child and avoidance of undue restrictions and punishment. 
Organization refers to the extent to which there is regularity and predictability in the family’s 
schedule, to the safety of the physical environment, and to the utilization of community support 
services.  Learning materials refers to the provision of appropriate play and learning material 
that stimulate development. Involvement refers to the extent to which the parent is actively 
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involved in the child’s learning and provides stimulation for increasingly mature behavior. And 
variety encompasses the inclusion of events and daily life of people that introduces the child to 
diversity.   
Four additional subscales from the IT-HOME were included, in addition to the factor 
analytically derived scales, to capture parenting behaviors indicated in previous research on child 
development: parental warmth, parental verbal skills, support of learning and literacy, and 
promotion of developmental advance (Linver, Martin, & Brooks-Gunn, 2004). Parental warmth 
was comprised of the following six items: verbal parental responses to the child’s vocalizations, 
spontaneous parental vocalization, spontaneous praise of child, parental vocalizations that 
indicate positive feelings towards the child, physical affection, and positive parental reactions to 
praise of child offered by the visitor.  Parental verbal skills were comprised of three items: 
distinct and audible parental speech, parental initiation of verbal exchanges with the interviewer, 
and free and easy parental conversational style. Support of learning and literacy was comprised 
of nine items: labeling objects, presence of at least 10 books, muscle/activity toys, push/pull toys, 
complex eye-hand coordination toys, talking to the child while doing housework, reading stories 
to the child, and exposure to literature. Lastly, promotion of developmental advance was 
comprised of four items: conscious encouragement of developmental advance, investing 
maturing toys with value via personal attention, structuring child’s play periods, and providing 
toys that challenge the child to develop new skills.  
The Social, Emotional, and Mental Neglect Indicator Scale is a 5-point Likert type scale 
used to assess overall impressions of mother’s attention to her child’s social-emotional needs that 
was completed by interviewers following naturalistic observations. Anchors on the scale were: 
(1) Neglect, (2) subthreshold neglect, (3) poorly stimulated child, (4) somewhat stimulated child, 
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& (5) well stimulated child. Indications of neglect proceeded along a protocol for notifying 
authorities, so only scores in the 2 - 5 range were considered.  
Parenting behaviors not consistent with child neglect were excluded as they were 
considered potential indicators of general parenting behaviors. This was determined by first 
dichotomizing the interview rating of socioemotional needs into categories of “neglectful” (i.e. 
scores below 3) and non-neglectful (i.e. scores above 3), and then testing the predictive ability on 
the 17 parenting indicators as dependent variables that yielded 11 indicators associated with 
neglect at the level of the p = .003. The 11 parenting indicators were condensed into the two 
highly correlated Factors using an exploratory factor analyses through SPSS. Factor 1, 
subthreshold neglect of developmental advance, was comprised of six items: support of learning 
and literacy, promotion of developmental advance, involvement, provision of learning material, 
variety, and acceptance. Factor 2, subthreshold neglect of emotional needs, encompassed five 
items: warmth directed to toward the child, responsiveness, general verbalness, display of 
positive affect, and parental warmth.  
Mother Child Neglect Scale (MCNS): Mother’s neglect potential was assessed using a self-report 
of maternal neglect potential towards their children (Lounds, Borkowski, and Whitman, 2004). 
The Neglect Scale (Straus et al., 2004), a self-report of history of neglect, was used to create the 
items of the MCNS. Mothers were asked to respond to 20 items on a 4-point Likert-type scale 
that ranged from strongly agree to strongly disagree. The scale could be broken down to four 
domains, with good internal consistency, and that are defined by five MCNS items: operationally 
defined as emotional α = .80 - .85, cognitive α = .86, supervision α = .78 - .86, and physical 
neglect α = .90 and .91. Scores on the MCNS can range from 20-80, with higher scores 
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indicating greater neglect potential. The total MCNS score has high internal consistency 
reliability (r = .94 and .95) and moderate test-retest reliability (r = .60; Lounds et al., 2004). The 
advantages of using this particular measure are that it is less time consuming than observational 
methods of measuring neglect, measures past neglectful behaviors, and has high internal 
consistencies when participants reported on behaviors that had occurred up to 7 years prior. In 
other words, this measure was found to be extremely useful as a retrospective measure of 
neglectful behaviors. In the present study, the MCNS was used to assess the convergent validity 
of the interactive parenting behaviors and to assess for the validity of the two Factors of 
subthreshold neglect.  
Child Physical, Intellectual, and Socio-Emotional Development 
Developmental Testing of Child Height and Weight: Children’s height and weight data were 
collected at 12, 24, and 36 months. The measures were collected in inches and were examined 
concurrently and longitudinally in relation to subthreshold neglect. Height and weight 
measurements have been used as assessments for children who were categorized as “failure to 
thrive”, which refers to inadequate growth or inability to maintain growth in early childhood and 
is a sign of undernutrition that can result due to a variety of reasons (Cole & Lanham, 2011). 
Similar stunts in growth are known to exist in neglected children as well.  
Bayley Mental Development Index-Second Edition (BSID-II). Infant’s cognitive development 
was assessed using the mental development index of the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler 
Development- Second Edition. The index includes items that measure the following skills: 
sustained attention, purposeful manipulation of objects, imitation, comprehension, expressive 
language, and problem solving. Early developmental problems are indicated by delays in these 
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basic skill sets. The index has a standard mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15. The index 
has a test re-test reliability of .83 (Bayley, 1993), and coefficient alphas that range from .78 
to .92. 
Brief Infant-Toddler Social and Emotional Assessment (BITSEA). Children’s socioemotional 
development at 12 months was assessed using this 42-item parent report screening tool designed 
to identify social and emotional problems of 12 to 36 month-olds including externalizing, 
internalizing, dysregulation, atypical, and maladaptive behaviors (BITSEA; Briggs-Gowan & 
Carter, 2006). Social emotional competencies such as compliance with adult expectations, play 
behaviors, prosocial interactions with peers, attention skills, mastery motivation, and emerging 
empathy are also captured with this scale. Participants respond to items on 3-point scale with 
responses ranging from (0) not true/rarely to (3) very true/often. This scale has good test retest 
reliability ranging from .80 to .92. Inter-rater reliability yielded interclass coefficients that ranged 
from good to excellent with values of .58 to .78 (Briggs-Gowan & Carter, 2006).  
Infant-Toddler Social and Emotional Assessment (ITSEA). The more comprehensive measure of 
children’s socioemotional development, the ITSEA, was used at 24 and 36 months. This 
comprehensive assessment uses 139-item (excluding Atypical and Social Relatedness indies), 
and captures social and emotional problems of 12 to 36 month-olds including externalizing, 
internalizing, dysregulation, atypical, and maladaptive behaviors (BITSEA; Briggs-Gowan & 
Carter, 2006). For the purpose of this study, the internalizing and externalizing scales will be 
considered. The Externalizing domain is composed of Activity/Impulsivity, Aggression/Defiance 
and Peer Aggression scales. The Internalizing domain includes Depression/Withdrawal, General 
Anxiety, Separation Distress, and Inhibition to Novelty scales. Like with the BITSEA, 
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participants respond to items on 3-point scale: (0) not true/rarely, (2) somewhat true/sometimes, 
and (3) very true/often. The test was found to have acceptable internal consistency (Cronbach’s α 
= .80 - .90) and test-retest reliability (intraclass correlation = .82 to .90) (Briggs-Gowan, Carter, 
Irwin, Wachtel, & Cicchetti, 2000, 2003).   
Analyses 
 SPSS was used to generate descriptive statistics for the selected sample. Chi-square tests 
of independence and independent sample t-tests were conducted to compare the convenience 
sample to the larger sample in the PET project. The assumption of normality was examined using 
descriptive statistics. Preliminary analyses were conducted using Pearson and Spearman Rho 
correlations. Multiple regression analyses were performed to assess Hypothesis 1 and Pearson 
correlational analyses were used to assess Hypothesis 2.  




This chapter will summarize the quantitative data analyses used in the study in three 
sections. The first section will begin with a summary of the demographics of the mother-child 
dyads and family history. This will be followed by results from the data screening process and 
examination of the research questions. The final section will conclude with further exploratory 
investigation and examination of additional questions generated by earlier analyses.  
Descriptive Statistics 
The study participants are 96 mother-child dyads who participated in the semi-structured 
play session at 12 months for the Parenting for the First Time (PET) project.  Demographic and 
maternal history is summarized in Table 4. The first-time mothers ranged in age from 15 to 35 
years old with average age of 21.98 at childbirth (SD = 5.12). Approximately half (51%, n = 49) 
of the sample was comprised of adolescent mothers who, at the time of childbirth, ranged in age 
from 15 to 19 years.  The other half of the sample was almost evenly split between low resource 
adult mothers (21.9%, n = 21) and high resource adult mothers (27.1%, n = 26) whose age 
ranged from 22 to 35 years.    
Slightly over half (55.2%) the sample of mothers were single. The other half was split 
almost evenly between mothers who were married (24%) and mothers who were partnered 
(19.8%). The majority (80.2%) of mothers was in contact with their baby’s father, and the 
majority of mothers were unemployed (71.9%). Additional parenting maternal family history is 
included in Table 5. 
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Table 4.  
 
Study Participant Demographics 
Demographic Variable Statistic/Participant Response % of Participants 
Mother Age/Resource Group Teen 
Adult – Low Education 
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Table 5.  
Study Participants Family History 
Family History Data M SD Range N 
Prenatal FMLH: Total number of adults in 
household other than pregnant woman (18 






Prenatal FMLH: Total number of children 
in household other than pregnant woman 





0 - 6 95 
Prenatal FMLH: Mom’s age calculated at 





15.42 – 35.05 95 
Prenatal FMLH: Total number of 





0 - 7 95 
 
Preliminary Analyses 
Preliminary analyses were conducted on the scales used in the study to prepare the data 
for analyses. Means, standard deviations and kurtosis and skewness values were examined to 
determine the normality of the distributions, and the presence of outliers was determined.  
Regarding the normality of scores for the independent variables, the skewness and kurtosis 
coefficients were out of normal range (±2) for total mind-related comments (skewness  =  4.59, 
kurtosis  =  26.56), as well as for appropriateness of mind-mindedness (skewness  =  4.35, 
kurtosis  =  22.65). This was due to an outlier of .60, which was recoded to .30, so that it was 
closer to the rest of the data points but still retained its highest rank order.  See Table 5 for a 
summary of maternal mind-mindedness scores.  
Additionally, the kurtosis scores were out of range for the history of abuse and neglect 
scales as measured by the CTQ and About My Parents questionnaires (see Table 6). The 6-month 
CTQ scores on physical abuse (skewness = 2.36, kurtosis = 6.31), sexual abuse (skewness = 
2.92, kurtosis = 8.16), and physical neglect (skewness = 1.88, kurtosis = 3.42) showed that these 
variables are not normally distributed. Graphs of these data showed positively skewed and 
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kurtotic distributions due to many people scoring “none” and many other responses indicating 
occurrences of these three categories of trauma. Due to the skewness and kurtosis of the scales, 
dichotomous versions of the abuse variables were used and recoded as “Yes” or “No” to prepare 
the data for analyses. The 6-Month About My Parents (AMP) total scores were also kurtotic 
(skewness = 2.22, kurtosis = 5.30). See Table 6 for descriptive statistics on mother’s history of 
neglect and abuse.  
Table 6.  
 












Table 7.  
 
Mean Scores for Mothers’ History of Neglect and Abuse 
Neglect Variable M SD Range Percent Total N 
6-Month About My Parent Total Score 10.03 3.72 8 - 27 91.7 88 
6-Month CTQ: Emotional Abuse 7.98 3.76 5 - 25 88.5 85 
6-Month CTQ: Physical Abuse 6.98 3.05 5 - 25 91.7 88 
6-Month CTQ: Sexual Abuse  6.57 4.19 5 - 25 90.6 87 
 
The two subthreshold neglect measures were normally distributed; however, normality 
for some dependent variable was also out of normal range. The 12-month child development 
average child height was kurtotic due to three children in the group with shorter heights 
(skewness = -1.19, kurtosis = 3.67).  The 36-month child development average weight was also 
Mind-mindedness 
Variable 
M SD Range 
Total Comments 54.30 39.58 0 - 215 
Mind-Related 
Comments 
3.32 3.42 0 - 14 
Appropriate/Non-
Attuned Comments 
2.59 2.849 0 - 13 
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not normally distributed (skewness = 2.91, kurtosis = 16.62) due to one relatively above-average 
height child. The distribution of child development scores was symmetrical, however, and 
therefore did not present issues for analyses.  
 In order to test for possible covariates, correlational analyses were run to assess for 
associations between mothers’ demographics (i.e. age, education, history of neglect, and abuse) 
and subthreshold neglect. In order to reduce the possibility of a high false rejection rate, the 
alpha level was set at p < .01.  A summary of the covariate relationships can be seen in Table 7. 
A Pearson correlation showed there was a significant positive association between mother’s age 
at childbirth and the two subthreshold neglect factors: Factor 1 developmental advance r (91) = 
.456, p = .000 and Factor 2 emotional needs r (91) = .465, p = .000. In terms of effect sizes, age 
explained 21.8 % of the variation in Factor 1 and 21.6% of the variation in Factor 2. There was 
also a significant negative association between mother’s age at childbirth and internalizing at 24 
months r (86) = -.282, p = .009, child’s intellectual functioning at 36 months r (71) = .313, p = 
.008.  In addition, age, but not education had significant positive associations with both mind-
related comments r (95) = .328, p = .001 and appropriate comments r (95) = .269, p = .008. 
   Spearman’s rho correlations found there were significant associations between education 
and some dependent variables. A significant positive association was found between mother’s 
education level and the two subthreshold neglect factors: Factor 1 developmental advance r (90) 
= .513, p = .000 and Factor 2 emotional needs r (90) = .308, p = .003, with education explaining 
26.3% and 9.5 % respectively. In addition, significant negative associations were found between 
education and the following child outcome measures: externalizing at 24 months r (85) = -.337, p 
= .002, internalizing at 36 months r (51) = -.379, p = .006, and intellectual 36 months r (70) = -
.459, p = .000 but positively associated with intellectual development at 24 r (79) = .325, p = 
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.003. Therefore, age and education will be included as covariates in the hypothesis tests related 
to these variables.   
Table 8.  
 
Covariate Relationships between Mothers’ Demographics and Outcome Variables 
 Age Education Neglect: AMP 
Dependent Variable r (n) p r (n) p r (n) p 
Factor 1 Neglect .456* (91) .000 .513* (90) .000 -.024 (84) .826 
Factor 2 Neglect .465* (91) .000 .308* (90) .003 -.053 (84) .635 
BITSEA Externalizing 12-mth -.144 (90) .175 -.146 (89) .173 .198 (83) .073 
BITSEA Internalizing 12-mth -.230 (93) .027 -.200 (92) .056 .209 (86) .053 
ITSEA Externalizing 24-mth -.282* (86) .009 -.337* (85) .002 .196 (80) .081 
ITSEA Internalizing 24-mth -.043 (86) .696 -.094 (85) .393 .048 (80) .671 
ITSEA Externalizing 36-mth .153 (52) .277 -.198 (52) .160 .127 (52) 369 
ITSEA Internalizing 36-mth -.340 (51) .015 -.379* (51) .006 .052 (51) .715 
Bayley 2: 12-mth -.067 (90) .532 -.010 (89) .928 -.001 (83) .990 
Bayley 2: 24-mth .222 (80) .048 .325* (79) .003 -.104 (75) .375 
Bayley 2: 36-mth .313 (71) .008 -.459* (70) .000 -.218 (70) .069 
Child Weight at 12-mth .064 (85) .559 .086 (84) .439 .043 (77) .710 
Child Weight at 24-mth -.075 (62) .562 -.155 (61) .233 .046 (59) .731 
Child Weight at 36-mth .068 (70) .577 .034 (70) .780 .001 (69) .993 
Child Height at 12-mth .155 (82) .164 .024 (81) .828 .118 (74) .318 
Child Height at 24-mth .065 (59) .622 .027 (58) .841 .105 (57) .437 
Child Height at 36-mth .092 (67) .458 .088 (67) .481 .118 (65) .348 
Proportion of Mind-Related 
Comments 
.328* (95) .001 .152 (95) .141 .086 (87) .427 
Proportion of Appropriate 
Comments 
.269 (95) .008 .151 (95) .145 .066 (87) .545 
MCNS Total .174 (96) .089 -.382* (67) .001 .397* (66) .001 
Significant at p < .001 
No significant associations were found between the three abuse measures (i.e. 
experiences of childhood emotional abuse, physical abuse, and sexual abuse) and subthreshold 
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neglect, so they were not controlled for when testing Hypothesis 1. There were, however, 
significant positive associations between emotional abuse and externalizing behaviors at 12-
months (r (80) = .289, p = .009) and internalizing behaviors at 24-months (r (77) = .291, p = 
.010.) See Table 8 below for correlations between the dependent variables (i.e. subthreshold 
neglect and child outcomes).  
Table 9.  
 
Covariate Relationships between Mothers’ History of Abuse and Outcome Variables 




CTQ: Sexual Abuse 
Dependent Variable r (n) p r (n) p r (n) p 
Factor 1 Neglect -.116 (80) .304 -.010 (82) .932 -.067 (82) .549 
Factor 2 Neglect -.194 (80) .085 -.070 (83) .528 -.067 (82) .549 
BITSEA Externalizing 12-mth .289* (80) .009 .234 (83) .033 .130 (82) .245 
BITSEA Internalizing 12-mth .134 (83) .227 .056 (86) .610 .234 (85) .031 
ITSEA Externalizing 24-mth .116 (77) .315 .058 (79) .612 .090 (79) .433 
ITSEA Internalizing 24-mth .291* (77) .010 .010 (79) .927 -.006 (79) .955 
ITSEA Externalizing 36-mth .143 (49) .328 .121 (50) .403 -.025 (49) .866 
ITSEA Internalizing 36-mth .143 (49) .328 .121 (50) .403 -.025 (48) .866 
Bayley 2: 12-mth -.006 (80) .960 .005 (80) .962 -.137 (82) .219 
Bayley 2:  24-mth -.195 (72) .101 -.129 (74) .273 -.148 (74) .209 
Bayley 2:  36-mth -.143 (66) .253 -.026 (68) .834 -.083 (67) .502 
Child Weight at 12-mth -.039 (74) .743 -.092 (77) .428 -.043 (58) .747 
Child Weight at 24-mth .099 (55) .474 -.003 (58) .985 .141 (76) .224 
Child Weight at 36-mth -.064 (66) .609 -.045 (67) .721 .196 (67) .113 
Child Height at 12-mth -.034 (71) .778 -.101 (75) .388 -.094 (73) .428 
Child Height at 24-mth .101 (54) .467 -.037 (57) .785 .028 (57) .837 
Child Height at 36-mth .049 (63) .704 .115 (64) .366 -.050 (64) .697 
Proportion of Mind-Related .008 (78) .947 -.130 (88) .911 .020 (87) .855 
Proportion of Appropriate 
Comments 
.028 (78) .806 -.087 (85) .427 .058 (87) .596 
MCNS Total .049 (63) .703 -.057 (65) .654 .402* (65) .001 
Significant at *p < .001 
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Examination of Research Questions 
History of Neglect as Predictor of Subthreshold Neglect 
 Two separate hierarchical multiple regressions were used to test a model predicting the 
moderating role of maternal mind-mindedness (MM) on the relationship between mother’s 
history of neglect and subthreshold neglect of their child, as measured by the two neglect 
Factors. The first regression model considered Factor 1, subthreshold neglect of developmental 
advance. See Table 9. In the first step of the regression, the covariates (mom’s age at childbirth, 
and education) were entered to control for their effects on Factor 1. The covariates explained 
26.5% of the variability (R = .265, F [2, 80] = 14.390, p = .018). In the second step, the main 
effects of MM and history of neglect were entered and explained an additional 2.0% of the 
variability (R
2
change = .020, Fchange [2, 78] = 1.108, p = .335). Together, the variables 
explained 28.5% of the variability in subthreshold neglect of developmental advance (R = .534, 
F [2, 78] = 7.768, p = .000). On the third step, the interaction of MM and neglect history was 
entered and did not predict a significant amount of the variability (R
2
change = .011, Fchange [1, 
77] = 1.258, p = .266) indicating that mind-mindedness did not moderate the relationship 
between maternal history of neglect and subthreshold neglect of developmental advance. The 
interaction of MM and neglect had a small effect size of .011, and individually only explained 
1.5% and .56% of the variability, respectively. Education was the only significant predictor of 
subthreshold neglect of developmental advance.  
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Table 10.  
 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Subthreshold Neglect of Developmental Advance (Factor 1) 
  Coefficients 




 Covariate 21.46 2.67  8.00 .000  
 Age 0.20 0.18 0.17 1.09 .278 .105 
 Education 0.88 0.36 0.37 2.41 .018 .231 
2
 b
 Covariate 20.27 3.18  6.37 .000  
 Age 0.12 0.19 0.10 0.63 .532 .060 
 Education 0.99 0.38 0.42 2.64 .010 .253 
 Hx of Neglect 0.13 0.16 0.08 0.79 .434 .075 
 Mind-Mindedness 13.98 10.81 0.13 1.29 .200 .124 
3 
c 
Covariate 20.41 3.18  6.42 .000  
 Age 0.07 0.20 0.06 0.33 .742 .032 
 Education 1.08 0.38 0.46 2.20 .006 .270 
 Hx of Neglect 0.16 0.16 0.10 0.96 .342 .091 
 Mind-Mindedness 17.14 11.16 0.16 1.57 .129 .147 
 Interaction of MM 
and Hx of Neglect 












change =.011, Fchange (1, 77) = 1.258, p = .266 
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The second hierarchical multiple regression with Factor 2, subthreshold neglect of 
emotional needs, as the dependent variable also did not support Hypothesis 1. See Table 11. In 
the first step of the regression, the covariate (mom’s age at childbirth and education) was entered 
to control for their effects on Factor 2. The covariates explained 28.8% of the variability (R = 
.536, F [2, 80] = 16.161, p = .000). In the second step, the main effects of MM and history of 
neglect was entered and explained an additional 1.5% of variability (R
2
change = .015, Fchange 
[2, 78] = 0.846, p = .433). Together, the variables explained 30.3% of the variability in Factor 2 
(R = .550, F [4, 78] = 8.472, p = .000). On the third step, the interaction of MM and neglect 
history was entered and did not predict a significant amount of the variability (R
2
change = .000, 
Fchange [1, 77] = .000, p = .988) indicating that mind-mindedness did not moderate the 
relationship between maternal history of neglect and subthreshold neglect of emotional needs. 
The interaction of MM and neglect had an effect size of .000. Mother’s age at childbirth had a 
large effect size of .279, and was the only significant predictor of subthreshold neglect of 
emotional needs.  
In sum, maternal mind-mindedness did not moderate the relationship between mothers’ 
history of neglect and subthreshold neglect of developmental advance (Factor 1) or subthreshold 
neglect of emotional needs (Factor 2). However, the regression analyses found mind-mindedness 
to be significantly associated both Factors. A Pearson correlation showed there was a significant 
positive association between MM and Factor 1, r (83) = .220, p = .023, with MM explaining 
4.8% of the variability in Factor 1. A second Pearson correlation showed a significant positive 
association between MM and Factor 2, r (83) = .341, p = .007, with MM explaining 11.6% of the 
variability in Factor 2. These significant findings will be discussed further in the next chapter.  
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Table 11.  
 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Subthreshold Neglect of Emotional Needs (Factor 2) 
  Coefficients 




 Covariate 10.32 1.73  5.96 .000  
 Age 0.52 0.12 0.67 4.39 .000 .414 
 Education -0.28 0.24 -0.18 -1.19 .237 -.112 
2
 b
 Covariate 10.83 2.07  5.24 .000  
 Age 0.49 0.12 0.63 3.94 .000 .373 
 Education -0.27 0.25 -0.18 -1.12 .268 -.105 
 Hx of Neglect -0.04 0.11 -0.04 -.36 .722 -.034 
 Mind-Mindedness 8.68 7.03 0.12 1.24 .220 .117 
3 
c 
Covariate 10.83 2.08  5.20 .000  
 Age 0.49 0.13 0.63 3.79 .000 .361 
 Education -0.27 0.25 -0.18 -1.08 .283 -.103 
 Hx of Neglect -0.04 0.11 -0.04 -0.36 .729 -.033 
 Mind-Mindedness 8.71 7.31 0.12 1.19 .237 .113 
 Interaction of MM 
and Hx of Neglect 












change =.000, Fchange (1, 77) = .000, p = .988 
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Relationship between Subthreshold Neglect and Child Development Outcomes  
 Correlational analyses between the 2 Factors and the multiple child development 
outcomes showed significant negative associations between neglect Factor 1 and various child 
development outcomes designed to measure socioemotional, intellectual, and physical 
development (see Table 11). A Pearson correlation showed a significant negative association 
between Factor 1 and externalizing at 12 months, r (89) = -.209, p = .049, with factor 1 
explaining 4.5% of the variability in 12-month BITSEA internalizing problems. When 
controlling for mother’s history of emotional abuse, a significant negative association was found 
between Factor 1 and child’s externalizing behaviors at 12 months, r (73) = -.278, p = .016, and 
explained 7.7% of the variability in 12-month BITSEA externalizing behaviors at 12 months. 
When controlling for education, a significant negative association was found between Factor 1 
and 36-month ITSEA internalizing problems, r (44) = -.356, p = .015, with Factor 1 explaining 
12.8% of the variability in ITSEA internalizing scores. However, Factor 1 was not found to be 
associated with 24-month ITSEA internalizing and externalizing behavior or intellectual 
functioning at 12, 24, & 36 months as measured by the Bayley 2 Mental Development scale, 
even when controlling for confounding variables. With regards to physical development, there 
was a significant negative association between Factor 1 and average child’s weight at 36 months 
(r (65) = -.279, p = .021), with Factor 1 accounting for 7.8% of the variability in average child 
weight at 36 months. No significant associations were found between Factor 2 and child 
development outcomes at 12, 24 and 36 months.   
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Table 12.  
 
Relationships between Subthreshold Neglect Factors and Child Outcomes 
 Factor 1 Factor 2 
Variable r (n) p r (n) p 
12-Month Child Height -.071 (77) .539 .194 (77) .091 
24-Month Child Height .007 (55) .961 053 (55) .702 
36-Month Child Height -.084 (65) .507 .074 (65) .560 
12-Month Child Weight .032 (80) .780 .094 (80) .405 
24-Month Child Weight .056 (58) .678 -.042 (58) .756 
36-Month Child Weight -.279* (68) .021 .033 (68) .787 
12-Month Bayley 2 -.079 (86) .472 -.038 (86) .726 
24-Month Bayley 2 .110 (55) .415 .015 (55) .910 
36-Month Bayley 2 .026 (55) .848 .042 (55) .756 
12-Month BITSEA: 
Externalizing 
-.278* (73) .016 -.110 (73) .349 
12-Month BITSEA: 
Internalizing 
-.209* (89) .049 -.095 (89) .378 
24-Month ITSEA: 
Externalizing 
-.082 (77) .474 -.089 (77) .437 
24-Month ITSEA: 
Internalizing 
-.165 (66) .180 -.044 (66) .720 
36-Month ITSEA: 
Externalizing 
-.225 (48) .125 -.138 (48) .350 
36-Month ITSEA: 
Internalizing 
-.356 (44) .015 -.106 (44) .483 
*p < .05.  **p < .01 
Post Hoc Analyses 
After finding nonsignificant results between history of neglect and subthreshold neglect 
Factors in the previous analyses, the underlying assumption that histories of neglect can lead to 
neglectful parenting was examined in post hoc analyses.  Pearson correlations were conducted 
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and found mainly nonsignificant associations between mother’s age at child birth, history of 
neglect, neglectful parenting by factor scores, and mother-child neglect ratings at 36-months. 
Mother’s history of neglect was not a significantly associated with mother’s age at child birth, r 
(88) = -.099, p = .357. However, a significant negative association was found between Factor 1 
and ratings on the mother-child neglect scale (MCNS) of emotional needs at 36-months, r (65) = 
-.297, p = .016, and MCNS of supervision needs at 36-months r (82) = -.239, p = .048. Factor 1 
explained 8.8% of the variability in MCNS of emotional needs and 5.7% of the variability in 
MCNS of supervision needs.  This suggests that Factor 1, but not Factor 2, seemed to be tapping 
into neglectful, or at the very least, insensitive parenting behaviors.  
Given the underlying idea that maternal history of neglect can later lead to neglectful 
parenting behaviors was not supported, the Factors used to measure subthreshold neglect were 
then reexamined due to nonsignificant associations in the present study that contradict findings 
of past research in the area of maltreatment.  To explore the psychometric properties of 
neglectful parenting behavior indicators, the convergent validity was tested by correlating scores 
for parenting behavior ratings with the MCNS. See Figure 2. Parental verbal skills was the only 
parenting behavior subscale significantly associated with all subscales of the MCNS and 
mother’s history of neglect (AMP).  
A Pearson correlation showed there was a significant positive association between 
parental verbal skills and total MCNS (r (59) = -.269, p = .039) and history of neglect (AMP) (r 
(78) = -.229, p = .044). The lack of convergent validity between the interactive parenting 
behaviors that make up the two Factors, as well as the lack of convergence of parenting 
behaviors that are significantly associated with both the MCNS and AMP, leads to the 
conclusion that the Factors based on the interactive parenting behaviors used in this study were 
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not valid and reliable measures of subthreshold neglect. However, Pearson correlations did show 
significant positive associations between history of neglect (AMP) and parental reports of 
neglect (MCNS) across all subscales: MCNS Emotional Needs (r (67) = .332, p = .006); MCNS 
Cognitive Needs (r (72) = .341, p = .003); MCNS Supervision Needs (r (71) = .337, p = .004); 
MCNS Physical Needs (r (72) = .476, p = .000); and MCNS Total Needs (r (66) = .397, p = 
.001). Since mothers who demonstrated severe neglect were excluded from this study, the MCNS 
was used as a measure of subthreshold neglect in the post hoc analyses (see Figure 3) rather than 
the parenting behaviors. 
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Figure 2. Significantly Bivariate Associations of Interactive Parenting Behaviors and the MCNS 
and AMP (*p < .05.  **p < .01) 
  



































AMP: Hx of 
Neglect  
-.229* 
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Figure 3. Post Hoc Analysis of Mind-mindedness Moderating the Relationship between 
Subthreshold Neglect and Child Development Outcomes 
 
History of neglect, mind-mindedness, and subthreshold neglect (MCNS).   
Mind-mindedness was then examined as a moderator of the relationship between mother’s 
history of neglect and subthreshold neglect, as measured this time by the MCNS. A hierarchical 
multiple regression was used to reexamine this relationship and now found support for 
Hypothesis 1. See Table 14. In the first step of the regression, the covariates (education and 
sexual abuse) were entered to control for their effects on MCNS ratings. The covariates 
explained 9.1% of the variability (R = .302, F [2, 60] = 12.955, p = .000). In the second step, the 
main effects of MM and history of neglect was entered and explained an additional 5.8% of 
variability (R
2
change = .058, Fchange [2, 58] = 2.641, p = .08). Together, the variables 
explained 14.9% of the variability in the MCNS (R = .600, F [4, 58] = 8.152, p = .000). On the 
third step, the interaction of MM and neglect history was entered and predicted a significant 
amount of variability (R
2
change = .068, p = .012) indicating that mind-mindedness moderates 
the relationship between maternal history of neglect and subthreshold neglect as measured by the 











of neglect  
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Table 13.  
 
Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Subthreshold Neglect at 36 Months (MCNS) 
  Coefficients 




 Constant 26.62 0.69 -0.31 38.42 0.00  
 Education -1.92 0.66 0.42 -2.90 0.01 -0.31 
 Sexual Abuse 2.70 0.70 0.30 3.88 0.00 0.42 
2
 b
 Constant 22.08 2.23  9.92 0.00  
 Education -1.84 0.68 -0.30 -2.73 0.01 -0.29 
 Sexual Abuse 2.04 0.79 0.32 2.57 0.01 0.27 
 Mind-Mindedness 16.01 11.99 0.14 1.34 0.19 0.14 
 Hx of Neglect 0.35 0.20 0.22 1.77 0.08 0.19 
3 
c 
Constant 21.24 2.15  9.89 0.00  
 Education -1.71 0.65 -0.28 -2.62 0.01 -0.27 
 Sexual Abuse 1.98 0.76 0.31 2.62 0.01 0.26 
 Mind-Mindedness 19.49 11.51 0.18 1.69 0.10 0.17 
 Hx of Neglect 0.41 0.19 0.26 2.16 0.04 0.22 
 Interaction of MM and Hx 
of Neglect 












change =.068, Fchange (1, 57) = 6.800, p = .012 
The interaction of MM and neglect had a medium effect size of .068, explaining 6.8% of 
the variability in the MCNS, when controlling for impact of mother’s level of education and 
history of sexual abuse. Individually, MM was not a significant predictor of MCNS, but mother’s 
history of neglect was and had a medium to large effect size of .22.  However, there was also a 
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interaction between MM and history of neglect, with the positive association between a history 
of neglect and neglectful parenting being stronger for mothers with higher MM (simple slope = 
.0414, p = .036) than with low MM (simple slope = 1.346, p = .003). See Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. Simple Slope of History of Neglect Predicting MCNS at 36 months  
Post Hoc Subthreshold Neglect, Mind-mindedness, and Child Outcomes. 
Hierarchical multiple regressions were used to examine the moderating effect of mind-
mindedness on the relationship between neglectful parenting as reported on the MCNS and 
various child outcomes that have been associated with child neglect. A multiple regression 
examined this relationship on ITSEA internalizing at 36 months. In the first step of the 
regression, the covariate (mother’s education level) was entered to control for its effects on 
ITSEA internalizing scores. The covariate explained 13.1% of the variability (R = .362, F [1, 43] 
= 6.474, p = .015). In the second step, the main effects of MM and MCNS were entered and 
explained an additional 0.1% of variability (R
2
change = .001, Fchange [2, 41] = 0.02, p = .984). 
Together, the variables explained 13.2% of the variability in the ITSEA internalizing at 36 
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MCNS was entered and did not predict a significant amount of variability (R
2
change = .015, p = 
.408) indicating that mind-mindedness did not moderate the relationship between MCNS and 
ITSEA internalizing at 36 months. In this model, mother’s education was the only significant 
predictor of ITSEA internalizing at 36 months. Mind-mindedness had a nearly undetectable 
effect size of .04%, and the same was true for MCNS, which had an even smaller effect size of 
.02%. These small effect sizes may likely be a result of having too small of a sample size.    
Another hierarchical multiple regression was used to examine the moderating effect of 
mind-mindedness on the relationship between neglectful parenting as reported on the MCNS and 
ITSEA externalizing at 36 months. In the first step of the regression, the main effects of MM and 
MCNS was entered and explained 1.6% of the variability in ITSEA externalizing at 36 months 
(R = .126, F [2, 43] = .346, p = .709).  Individually, mind-mindedness had a very small effect 
size of 1.2%, and the effect size of MCNS was also small explaining only 3.4%. In the second 
step, the interaction of MM and MCNS was entered and predicted a significant amount of 
variability (R
2
change = .108, p = .028) indicating that mind-mindedness moderated the 
relationship between MCNS and ITSEA externalizing at 36 months. In this model, the 
interaction of MM by MCNS had a small to moderate effect size and explained 10.8% of the 
variability in externalizing at 36 months. Examining the interaction effect using simple slopes 
analyses revealed (see Figure 5) that the low MM group had a negative association between 
neglectful parenting and externalizing behavior (slope = -2.943, p = .009) while the high MM 
group showed a positive relationship between these variables (slope = 4.186, p = .046). In other 
words, high neglect when paired with high MM predicts greater externalizing behavior, but when 
paired with low MM it predicts lower externalizing. 
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Table 14.  
 
Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis Predicting ITSEA Externalizing at 36 Months 
  Coefficients 




 Constant 49.49 6.86  7.22 0.00  
 Mind-mindedness 20.90 25.64 0.12 0.80 0.43 0.12 
 36-Month MCNS 0.06 0.25 0.03 0.26 0.82 0.03 
2
 b
 Constant 48.05 6.58  7.31 0.00  
 Mind-mindedness 40.66 26.06 0.24 1.56 0.13 0.23 
 36-Month MCNS 0.06 0.24 0.04 0.27 0.79 0.04 
 Interaction of MM and 
MCNS 








change =.108, Fchange (1, 42) = 5.160, p = .028 
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Figure 5: Interaction Effect of Mind-mindedness and Neglectful Parenting on Externalizing 
Behavior at 36 months 
 
Child height, weight, and intellectual functioning were assessed over time to capture 
stagnant development between 12 and 36 months. Since there were repeated measures in these 
analyses, repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used.  Mothers 
were grouped into high and low MCNS and MM groups. A mixed between-within multivariate 
analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed to assess the impact of mothers’ level of 
neglectful parenting and level of mind-mindedness on children’s physical development (weight 
and height), with the within-subject factor being time at three points, (12-months, 24-months, 
and 36-months). The means and standard errors for the child physical development are presented 






























Mean Scores for Child Height and Weight by Group over Time 
Physical 
Development 
MCNS Group MM Group Time M SE Total N 













































































































The MANOVA showed no significant interaction between time, MCNS group, and MM 
group, Wilks Lambda = .888, F (4, 26) = 0.89, p =.484, partial eta squared = .12. The effect size, 
as measured by eta squared, was small accounting for only 12% of the variability in child 
physical development over time. There was also no interaction effect for time by MCNS group, 
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Wilks Lambda = .939, F (4, 26) = 0.419, p =.793, or for the interaction between time and the 
MM group, Wilks Lambda = .96, F (4, 26) = 0.268, p = .896. 
A second mixed between-within repeated measures MANOVA was performed to assess 
the impact of mothers’ level of neglectful parenting and level of mind-mindedness on children’s 
intellectual functioning (Bayley 2 scores), with the within-subjects factor being time (12-months, 
24-months, and 36-months). Means and standard errors for the Bayley scores are presented in 
Table 16.  
Table 16.  
 
Mean Scores for Intellectual Functioning (Bayley 2) by Group over Time 
MCNS Group MM Group Time M SE Total N 























































The results did not show significant within subjects’ effects (time effects) for time, 
MCNS group, MM group (see Table 17). However, the interaction between time and the 
interaction of MCNS and MM group, Wilks Lambda = .901, F (2, 86) = 2.60, p = .08, partial eta 
squared = .057 approached significance. There was a small to medium effect size, as measured 
by eta squared, which indicated that 5.7 % of the variability in child intellectual functioning over 
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time was explained by the interaction of mother’s neglectful parenting and mind-mindedness. 
The main effect of time by neglectful parenting (MCNS) (Wilks Lambda = .909, F (2, 86) = 
2.55, p = .084, partial eta squared = .056), also approached significance. Neglectful parenting 
(MCNS) also had a small to medium effect size and accounted for 5.7% of the variability 
observed in child intellectual functioning over time. These small to medium effect sizes with 
insignificant findings may have been significant had a larger sample been used.   
Table 17.  
 
Within Subjects Effects of MM Group and MCNS Group on Bayley 2 Scores 





306.56 2 153.28 1.40 .253 .031 
Time by MCNS Group 
 
560.32 2 280.46 2.55 .084 .056 
Time by MM Group 
 
24.54 2 12.27 0.11 .894 .003 
Time by Interaction of 
MM and MCNS Group 
 
571.17 2 285.58 2.60 .080 .057 
Error (Time) 9445.04 86 109.83    
       
While the within-subjects time effects were not significant, results showed significant 
between subjects’ effects (See Table 18).  There was a significant interaction between MCNS 
and MM group (see Figure 6) F (1, 43) = 6.80, p = .013, partial eta squared = .136. The medium 
effect size, as measured by eta squared, showed that the interaction of MCNS and MM group 
explained 13.6% of the variability in child intellectual functioning (Bayley 2 scores). There was 
also a main effect of neglectful parenting (MCNS), Wilks Lambda = .909, F (1, 43) = 10.92, p = 
.002, partial eta squared = .203. Again, neglectful parenting (MCNS) had a medium to large 
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effect size and accounted for 20.3% of the variability observed in child intellectual functioning 
over time, with low neglect resulting in higher Bayley scores than high neglect.  
Table 18.  
 
Between Subjects Effects of MM and MCNS Group on Bayley Scores 





893481.83 1 893481.83 3603.18 .000 .988 
MCNS Group 
 
2707.61 1 2707.61 10.92 .002 .203 
MM Group 
 
244.15 1 244.15 0.99 .327 .022 
Interaction of MM and 
MCNS Group 
 
1684.95 1 1684.95 6.80 .013 .136 
Error  10662.72 43 247.97    
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Due to the nearly significant three-way interaction in the above analysis, further 
exploratory analyses were done to examine this effect.  Four one-way repeated measures 
analyses of variance (ANOVA) were then conducted to determine whether there were significant 
changes in Bayley scores over time by group of mothers (i.e. high MM/high MCNS, high 
MM/low MCNS, low MM/high MCNS, and low MM/low MCNS). None of the groups showed 
significant change over time.  Next, differences in Bayley scores between the four subgroups at 
each time point were analyzed using three one-way ANOVAs (see Table 19). Significant 
differences were found at M24 and M36.  Post hoc Tukey tests were then performed to 
determine where differences in intellectual functioning occurred between the groups were over 
time. See Table 19 and Figure 7. The results showed significant differences between the low 
neglect/high MM group and the high neglect/high MM group at 24 months (mean difference = 
21.34, p = .001). Significant differences were also found at 36 months between (a) the high 
neglect/high MM group and the low neglect/low MM group (mean difference = 13.85, p = .01), 
and (b) between the low neglect/high MM and high neglect/high MM groups (mean difference = 
22.17, p < .001).  
Table 19 
 
One-way ANOVAS Testing for Differences between MM/MCNS Subgroups at Three Time Points 
Source  SS df MS F p 
12-Month Bayley 2 Between  298.66 3 99.55 .539 .657 
Within  10895.28 59 184.67   
24-Month Bayley 2 Between 2533.41 3 844.47 5.41* .002 
Within 8586.62 55 156.12   
36-Month Bayley 2 Between  2678.22 3 892.74 6.88* .001 
Within  7011.17 54 129.84   
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In sum, when hypothesis 1 was re-examined, maternal mind-mindedness moderated the 
relationship between maternal history of neglect and subthreshold neglect as measured by the 
MCNS in the post hoc analysis, but not for the two subthreshold neglect Factors originally 
proposed. Exploratory analysis of the Factor scales suggested that they might not have been 
capturing neglectful parenting since they were not strongly associated with history of neglect 
(AMP) or mother-child neglect (MCNS), so the MCNS was used as the measure of subthreshold 
neglect in the post hoc analyses.  
To be deemed neglectful, or suboptimal, parenting behaviors in interaction with their 
infants and toddlers are contingent on the extent to which they predict child development. 
Pearson correlations found Factor 1 (subthreshold neglect of developmental advance), but not 
Factor 2 (subthreshold neglect of emotional needs), was associated with child externalizing at 12 








M 1 2  M 2 4  M 3 6  
Low Neglect/Low MM Low Neglect/High MM
High Neglect/Low MM High Neglect/High MM
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significant findings, post hoc analyses were conducted to further examine the moderating role of 
MM and the predictive nature of subthreshold neglect to child physical, intellectual, and 
socioemotional development. Since mother-child neglect (MCNS) was assessed at 36 months, 
socio-emotional functioning, as measured by the ITSEA, was predicted only at 36 months. Mind-
mindedness did not moderate the relationship between MCNS and ITSEA externalizing at 36 
months, but was a significant predictor of ITSEA internalizing at 36 months. 
 Post hoc analysis that assessed child intellectual functioning over time, also revealed that 
mind-mindedness moderated the relationship between MCNS and child intellectual functioning 
(Bayley 2 scores). There was also a main effect of neglectful parenting (MCNS), observed in 
child intellectual functioning over time, with lower levels of subthreshold neglect resulting in 
higher Bayley scores than higher levels of subthreshold neglect. Further exploratory analysis 
found significant differences at M24 and M36.  Post hoc Tukey tests showed significant 
differences in Bayley scores between the low neglect/high MM group and the high neglect/high 
MM group at 24 months. Significant differences were also found at 36 months between (a) the 
high neglect/high MM group and the low neglect/low MM group and (b) between the low 
neglect/high MM and high neglect/high MM groups.  
These findings suggest that mind-mindedness might operate in non-intuitive ways in 
mothers with histories of neglect. Furthermore, high mind-mindedness appears to affect mother-
child an interaction according to mothers’ self-reports. And more importantly, high maternal 
mind-mindedness was found to be linked with poor child outcomes (i.e. socioemotional and 
intellectual) in children as young as 24 to 36 months.  Overall, mothers with more severe 
histories of neglect and high MM tend to rate themselves as being more neglectful and have 
children with the poorest developmental outcomes.  




Within the last decade, child neglect has emerged as an important area of study separate 
from child abuse, which seems to be due to the prevalence of child physical and emotional 
neglect in all cases of child maltreatment, as well as the abundance of reported child neglect 
cases that resulted in death (USDHHS, 2013). Even more striking is the number of reports of 
child neglect for children under the age of 12-months. The invisibility of child neglect, and the 
lack of understanding around it, has resulted in its neglect by researchers and social service 
agencies. The dearth of valid and reliable assessments that can capture the different degrees of 
neglect among children of varying ages has contributed to poor detection of child neglect, 
particularly for neglect of a less severe nature that would not mandate involvement from child 
protective services.   
The purpose of the present study was to add to the literature on child neglect but looking 
both at caregivers’ behaviors in interaction with their children, as well as child development risks 
associated with these types of parental behavioral characteristics that would fall into the category 
of “subthreshold neglect”. Specifically, the study looked at the effects of maternal history of 
neglect and mind-mindedness on child outcomes. The present study focused on infants and 
toddlers between the ages of 4 to 36 months since the developmental effects of child neglect 
have been found to worsen over time, as well as the potential lethality of child neglect for 
infants. Drawing from the abundance of research on mother-infant interaction within an 
attachment frame to understand how neglect can impede mentalizing capacities and subsequent 
parenting practices was the challenge of the present study. The study aimed to bridge the 
research on mind-mindedness, the mechanism found to explain the attachment transmission gap, 
with research that has found variability to exist in parenting practices among mothers with 
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histories of neglect. To my knowledge, this was the first study to examine mind-mindedness 
using the strange situation protocol, and to apply it to a population of mothers with neglect 
histories.  
The goals of the current study were to (1) develop an understanding of mothers’ 
mentalizing capacities and sensitivity, as measured by mind-mindedness, in mother’s with 
histories of neglect, (2) assess if these capacities were related to and could predict neglectful 
parenting, (3) assess if differences in children’s intellectual, socioemotional, and physical 
development could be partially accounted for by mother’s mentalizing capacities and suboptimal 
parenting and (4) to assess these child development outcomes over time from 12 to 36 months.  
The present study investigated the relationship between mothers’ history of neglect as 
measured by the Neglect Scale as part of the About My Parents (AMP) questionnaire, mind-
mindedness (coded semi-structured play sessions), subthreshold neglect (2 Factors using 
parenting behavior indicators), and child development outcomes (intellectual, socioemotional, 
and physical). First-time mothers in this study came from diverse ethnic and socioeconomic 
backgrounds and ranged in age from teens to adults (17-35 yrs). It was hypothesized that mind-
mindedness would moderate the relationship between maternal histories of neglect and 
suboptimal parenting behavior indicators of neglect (Factors 1 and 2). It was also hypothesized 
that subthreshold neglect Factors would be associated with child development outcomes as past 
research has suggested that physical and emotional neglect can result in impairments in children 
development.  
History of Neglect, Mind-Mindedness, and Subthreshold Neglect 
In the present study, mind-mindedness was significantly associated with the subthreshold 
Factors, suggesting that the more mind-minded mothers were, the more likely they were to 
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engage in optimal parenting behaviors. Mind-mindedness was also found to be significantly 
associated with mother’s age at time of childbirth, suggesting that level of maturity might be an 
important determinant of how reflective mothers will be in raising their children. Mind-
mindedness was not significantly associated with any other parenting characteristics assessed in 
this study. The lack of association between mind-mindedness and mother’s history of neglect, 
though unexpected, was consistent with the variability observed in parenting behaviors among 
mothers with histories of neglect. In other words, a mother’s history of neglect doesn’t determine 
how mind-minded she will be as a parent; there are other factors that come together to determine 
her capacity to be mind-minded (i.e. reflect on her child’s mind as uniquely different from her 
own, and behavior in interaction with him/her as such). However, these “other factors” are not 
yet well understood and require further exploration that was beyond the scope of this study.  
Additionally, mother-child neglect ratings at 36 months were significantly associated 
with maternal history of neglect and education level. There was an inverse relationship between 
MCNS scores (subthreshold neglect) and education; higher education level in mothers was 
associated with lower ratings on the MCNS. This finding seems to indicate that education plays a 
major role in determining how mothers will rate their mother-child interactions. Higher scores on 
the MCNS were associated with greater neglect histories. Higher MCNS scores were also 
significantly associated with CTQ reports of sexual abuse history, suggesting that these two 
forms of maltreatment likely frequently co-occur. However, sexual abuse history was not 
significantly associated with the child outcome variables assessed in this study. Emotional abuse, 
however, was significantly associated with children’s externalizing behaviors at 12 months and 
internalizing behaviors at 24 months. What this means is that emotional abuse, above all other 
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forms of abuse, needs to be considered in instances of child neglect due to its impact on child 
outcomes.  
When examining my hypotheses, the aforementioned covariates were controlled for in 
the analyses. Examination of Hypothesis 1: MM will moderate the relationship between (a) 
history of neglect and (b) subthreshold neglect of child, as measured by the two Factors, used 
hierarchical regression models. The initial investigation of the moderating role of mind-
mindedness on the relationship between mothers’ history of neglect as measured by the Neglect 
Scale (AMP) and subthreshold neglect of their children, using the two Factors that comprised of 
interactive parenting behaviors, was not supported. Though the hierarchical multiple regression 
did not support hypothesis 1, it did yield useful information nonetheless. Mother’s age at 
childbirth was found to be the strongest predictor of subthreshold neglect of developmental 
advance, which was consistent with previous research that found teen mothers, were on average, 
more neglectful than low resource and high resource adult mothers (Farris, 2007). This suggests 
that older mothers, regardless of education level, were more likely to engage in optimal parenting 
behaviors that relate to developmental advance needs than younger mothers. Age at childbirth, 
however, was not found to predict subthreshold neglect of emotional needs. Rather, significant 
associations were found only for mother’s level of education. These differences in findings as 
they related to the relationship between mother’s age and education were unexpected, though 
interesting to consider in developing an understanding of which parenting behaviors loaded on 
what factor in order to develop a better understanding of these differences.  
It can only be speculated that the factors inherently control for mother’s capacity to 
facilitate her child’s development in the areas she herself is more astute. In other words, perhaps 
age was the stronger predictor of Factor 1 (developmental advance) but not Factor 2, because 
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mothers with higher education level would be more inclined to provide for their child’s needs in 
that area, whereas mothers who achieved less education might not think to provide for their 
child’s development advance needs. So the factor might control for a parallel process for mother 
and mother-child interaction, thereby resulting in a stronger association between age at childbirth 
and Factor 1 (subthreshold neglect of developmental advance). Likewise, perhaps the emotional 
maturity inherent in mother’s age controlled for this in Factor 2. Parent-child interactive 
behaviors that make up Factor 2 (subthreshold neglect of emotional needs), highlighted mother’s 
age at childbirth as being the strongest predictor, possibly as a result of emotional maturity that 
comes along with age as age and mind-mindedness were highly associated. In addition, it is 
possible that the two subthreshold Factors of neglect used in this study might be tapping into 
more similar than different aspects of neglect that lay along a continuum of neglectful parenting, 
considering how strongly associated they are, rather than completely different factors of neglect. 
When Hypothesis 1 was re-examined in the post hoc analyses using the MCNS, a self-
report measure of parenting behaviors, mind-mindedness moderated the relationship between 
history of neglect and later reports of child neglect in unexpected ways. In general, it appeared 
that as mothers’ reports of having a history of neglect increased, so did their reports of 
subsequent suboptimal parenting. However, mothers with a greater capacity for mind-
mindedness were more likely than mother’s with a lesser capacity for MM to report subsequent 
child neglect at 36 months. In other words, some mothers with histories of neglect have a good 
enough capacity to think about and treat their child as an individual with a mind, and whose 
needs, desires, and thoughts are separate from their own (Meins & Fernyhough, 2012). This 
suggests at least some awareness, on these mothers’ part, of suboptimal parenting behaviors and 
openness to report about their parenting practices. Some mothers might be more aware than 
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others about the extent to which their parenting affects their child across different domains (i.e. 
intellectual, emotional, and physical).  
Additionally, the present study sought to examine the extent to which mind-mindedness 
might account for the differences in neglectful parenting, first as measured by the two Factors. 
Though mind-mindedness had a significant positive associated with Factor 1 and Factor 2 of 
subthreshold neglect, it did not moderate the relationship between history of neglect and 
subthreshold neglect. This is believed to be due to there being no association between maternal 
history of neglect as measured by the AMP and subthreshold neglect nor mind-mindedness.  
Furthermore, few associations were found between maternal history of neglect and the 
parenting behavior indicators that comprised the two Factors, including the ones excluded by 
factor analysis. The only parenting behavior found to be significantly associated with history of 
neglect and the MCNS, a self-report measure of suboptimal parenting, was parental verbal skills.  
Developmental advance, variety, and involvement were the only interactive parenting behaviors 
(that made up half of Factor 1) that were significantly associated with rating on the MCNS, and 
have been described as parenting behaviors that demonstrate support for cognitive development 
(Akai, 2007). For this reason, Factor 1 was considered to be tapping into subthreshold neglect. 
These findings suggest that further exploration of parenting behaviors associated with the various 
domains of neglect is needed before we can begin to understand and help mothers improve their 
parenting behaviors. The significant finding of mind-mindedness as a moderator of the 
relationship between history of neglect and later reports of neglectful parenting (MCNS) is 
where we can start to address this issue, since maternal MM is a measure of the mother’s 
proclivity to treat their child as an individual with a mind in interaction with their infant. 
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With that said, six interactive parenting behaviors were significantly associated with later 
reports of child neglect potential at 36 months (MCS). This was in keeping with the finding that 
mind-mindedness increased as maternal parenting behaviors, as measured by the two Factors, 
approached optimal levels. In other words, when mother-infant interaction was observed when 
infants were 4 and 8 months, mothers who were more mind-minded engaged in fewer parenting 
behaviors that would be deemed indications of neglectful or suboptimal parenting at 36 months.  
 One potential reason that MM did not moderate the relationship between history of 
neglect and subthreshold neglect Factors is believed to be due to the indices that make up the 
factors themselves. Post hoc analyses suggested that the Factors, especially Factor 2, might not 
have been capturing parental neglect. These findings were unexpected and counter to previous 
research that have examined the positive parenting behaviors, such as warmth, positive affect, 
comfort, and guidance, that when lacking impedes adequate child growth (Hines et al., 2006).  
In addition, a recent study by Bigelow, Power, Bulmer, and Gerrior (2015), found that 
maternal mind-mindedness at the infant age of 5 months using Mein’s Mind-mindedness Coding 
Manual, significantly predicted mothers’ mirroring behavior while engaged with their infants in 
a task. Their study involved the parenting interactive behaviors of visual attention, smiling, 
grimacing, nondistress vocalization, and negative vocalization which are age appropriate 
interactions that might have indications for optimal parenting for younger infants. This finding 
might be an indication that for preverbal infants, parental mirroring behaviors might continue to 
be important with assessing optimal parenting behaviors.  
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Also, the quality of some of the parenting behaviors may be essential when assessing for 
neglect and this is an area in need of further consideration. For example, in the present study, 
assessing more closely the quality of the mother’s responsiveness and verbalness might be 
important for detecting neglectful parenting, or at the very least, neglect potential. This same 
idea might hold true for other parenting behaviors used in the present study, such as acceptance, 
parental warmth, and display of positive affect to name a few parenting behaviors that were 
surprisingly not associated with suboptimal parenting. Perhaps assessing a broader range of these 
behaviors that are specifically appropriate to preverbal infants would be important.  
Another reason why mind-mindedness did not moderate the relationship between 
maternal history of neglect and the two Factors could be due to their limitations in predicting 
insecure and disorganized attachment in children (Farris, 2007). Maltreated children lack an 
organized attachment strategy and are often categorized as insecure or disorganized after 12 
months of age (Hesse & Main, 2000; Hildyard & Wolfe, 2002), though they may have been 
securely attached at 12 months (Egeland & Sroufe, 1981). Given that the two factors were not 
good predictors of insecure and disorganized attachment, it is not entirely surprising then that 
MM, the mechanism that’s been posited to explain the attachment transmission gap, would not 
moderate the relationship between maternal history of neglect and the 2 Factors. 
Nonetheless, it is important to consider how mind-mindedness moderated the relationship 
between maternal history of neglect and subthreshold neglect when it was measured using the 
MCNS, but not when using more objective measures of neglect (i.e. interactive maternal 
behaviors). It is believed that this difference might be a matter of measurement used to assess 
mother child neglect. Perhaps, observed measures at specific points in time, don’t adequately 
capture how mothers actually engage with their child on a day to day basis. The self-report 
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measure asks mothers to think about how they engage their child on a whole, and to rate 
themselves based on the extent to which they think they meet their child’s specific needs. 
Mothers who are more mind-minded, regardless of their history of neglect, might be more aware 
of what their child’s needs are and how we accommodate this needs, whereas low mind-mind 
mothers might lack this capacity.  
Unfortunately, being more mind-minded did not seem to buffer against neglectful 
parenting as it was hoped. It’s likely that having too great a capacity for MM can intrude on the 
parenting process, particularly when the mother has a history ridden with neglect. The awareness 
and tendency to rate themselves as being more neglectful showed to be an accurate depiction of 
their parenting, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section. This brings in the idea 
of the way Freiberg’s ideas about the “ghosts in the nursery” might come into play with mothers 
with histories of neglect. Mother’s with high mind-mindedness seem to struggle more in their 
parenting interactions with their child than mothers with less severe histories of neglect and those 
who are less mind-minded.  It’s possible that mothers’ severe history of neglect might make 
them hypervigilant, and bring about complex feelings about the child and themselves as a mother 
in relation to their parenting, to the extent that neglectful parenting becomes a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. For these mothers, focusing more on specific parenting routines or practicing would 
be more beneficial than an approach that’s geared toward increasing their ability to mentalize.  
Mothers with histories of less severe neglect, and greater capacities for mind-mindedness 
also report greater mother-child neglect on the MCNS than mothers with low levels of MM. Yet, 
these mothers actually have children who perform best intellectually. The child-outcomes 
associated with this type of mothering might be a function of the “angles in the nursey” 
described by Lieberman that are able to help these mothers perform well in spite of their 
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histories. So while these mothers might see themselves as being more neglectful, they might in 
fact be providing “good-enough” mothering as evidence by their children’s development.  
Given these findings, it would be advantageous to examine the relationship between 
mind-mindedness and mother’s internal representations of herself and in relation to her child. 
Such research would provide insights into how varying degrees of maternal history of neglect 
affect mothers’ capacity for mind-mindedness.  Lastly, future research should consider the role 
of mind-mindedness in mothers who provide different types of neglectful mothering, such as 
those identified by Hildyard & Wolfe (2002): mothers who are neglectful in that they fail to 
provide adequate care and protection for their child versus “psychologically unavailable 
mothers” who were deemed emotionally detached and unresponsive to their children’s needs for 
attention and affection. This is important since the type of neglectful parenting provided can 
have different effects on child development. Such research could add to our understanding of 
why mothers with more severe neglect histories and high MM engage in more neglectful 
parenting and have the poorest child outcomes than the other groups of mothers.  
Subthreshold Neglect, Mind-Mindedness, and Child Outcomes 
Very little is known about the impact of child neglect, let alone less severe forms of 
neglect, on children’s developmental outcomes. This is especially the case for children’s 
intellectual functioning and physical development. The present study aimed at increasing 
awareness of the relationship between subthreshold neglect and child developmental outcomes in 
mothers with histories of neglect. This link is particularly important when considering the cycle 
of neglect since these children will likely become parents themselves. Based on a review of the 
literature, it was generally hypothesized that there would be significant associations between 
subthreshold neglect and child outcomes. Since mind-mindedness was found to moderate the 
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relationship between mother’s history of neglect and subthreshold neglect as measured by the 
MCNS, MM was also examined as a moderator of the relationship between subthreshold neglect 
and child outcomes.  
The hypothesis that there would be associations between subthreshold neglect and child 
outcomes was supported for Factor 1, subthreshold neglect of developmental advance, and with 
MCNS as a measurement of subthreshold neglect.  In the present study, younger mothers with 
histories of neglect were more likely to engage in parenting behaviors that were judged to be less 
than optimal or insensitive parenting. In addition, subthreshold neglect of developmental 
advance was negatively associated with externalizing at 12 months, and was even stronger when 
controlling for history of abuse. In addition, when controlling for mother’s level of education, a 
significant negative association was found between subthreshold neglect of developmental 
advance and internalizing problems at 36 months.  These findings were in keeping with the 
findings of Lounds et al. (2006) that teen mothers with high neglect potential, as measured by 
reports on the MCNS, are likely to have preteen children who exhibit more externalizing 
problems and fewer adaptive behaviors. The results from the present study also suggest that 
these impairments in children’s later socio emotional development can be detected as early as 12 
and 36 months. This is particularly important considering when children develop the capacity to 
understand self and other mental states and internalize aspects of self and other (see Symon, 
2004).  
In addition, early detection of socio-emotional difficulties as early as 12 months can serve 
as an antecedent or indication that behavior problems are likely to follow. In the clinical sense, 
this is useful as mind-mindedness may be a pathway to improving parenting behaviors that are 
indicators of neglect potential and that relate to later behavior problems in children before the 
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age of 3.  By targeting and providing education and modeling around specific parenting behavior 
indicators of neglect, clinicians might be able to indirectly increase the capacity for mind-
mindedness in mothers at risk for neglectful parenting. 
Post hoc analyses that assessed if mothers’ reports of neglectful parenting on the MCNS 
would predict similar child outcomes, found support for child externalizing behaviors at 36 
months. Mind-mindedness did not moderate the relationship between MCNS and internalizing at 
36 in the present study, possibly due to the small of a sample of children. However, future 
research should continue to examine the moderating role of MM in mothers with histories of 
neglect on interactive parenting behavior indicators of neglect and subthreshold neglect when 
their children are 12-months and younger since these findings are inconsistent with research on 
MM and child outcomes (Meins et al., 2003, 2012). 
Maternal mind-mindedness in early infancy, when infants are preverbal and do not yet 
fully grasp the specifics of mother’s speech unlike during toddlerhood and later years, has been 
found to consistently predict attachment security and children’s later development (Meins et al., 
2003, 2012). In particular, appropriate mind-mindedness was negatively related to and predicted 
children’s externalizing and internalizing behaviors at 44 months in low socioeconomic status 
families, which could have implications for other at-risk groups (Meins, Centifanti, Fernyhouh, 
and Fishburn, 2013). These findings are consistent with the results for Hypothesis 2, which 
found significant associations between subthreshold neglect of developmental advance and 
children’s internalizing and externalizing behaviors at 12 and 36 months. This suggests that 
parenting behaviors that indicate neglect, or neglect potential as early as 12 months, can lead to 
impairments in children’s later social-emotional functioning. Moreover, these behavioral 
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problems may also be early indications of a negative internalized sense of self and impairments 
in theory of mind (see Meins, Fernyhough, Arnott, Leekan, and Rosnay, 2013).     
Subthreshold Neglect and Intellectual Development 
Factor 1, subthreshold neglect of developmental advance, was not found to be associated 
with intellectual functioning as measured by the Bayley 2 Mental Development scale. However, 
post hoc analyses found significant associations between groups based on mothers’ ratings on the 
MCNS and mind-mindedness orientation. Mothers who reported high levels of subthreshold 
neglect and were high on mind-mindedness were found to have children with the poorest 
intellectual functioning. Their children’s intellectual functioning showed a steep decline between 
12 to 24 months, but a slight incline in functioning from 24 to 36 months, with their children 
performing at a lower level of functioning compared to children in the other three groups. 
Children with mothers who were low on neglect and high on mind-mindedness performed the 
best.  
Taken together, these results seem to imply that mind-mindedness in mothers with 
histories of neglect could provide a buffer against the long-term effects of subthreshold levels of 
child neglect on child intellectual functioning. Additionally, the present study presumes that 
omissions in parenting behaviors are only important to the extent that they affect child outcomes. 
Therefore, the finding that children of the highest risk mothers begin to do better after 24 
months, suggests that future investigation is needed to understand this trajectory. Their 
improvements might be due to their own resilience, but it also might be that mothers’ capacity 
for mind-mindedness somehow spurs healthier development in their children after their first 2 
years of life. The model in the present study suggests an upward trajectory for children with 
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mothers with high neglect and MM, whereas children of mothers with high neglect and low MM 
seem to be on a downward trajectory. Further research is needed to understand how maternal 
mind-mindedness operates for mothers in relation to their children’s development beginning in 
infancy and over longer periods of time. 
Subthreshold Neglect and Physical Development 
With regards to physical development, there was a significant negative association 
between Factor 1 and average child’s weight at 36 months. Higher levels of subthreshold neglect 
of developmental advance were associated with an average lower weight of children at 36 
months. Post hoc analyses, using the MCNS, did not confirm this finding, which is inconsistent 
with an argument that failure to thrive manifests as a syndrome of child neglect (Block & Krebs, 
2005). If Factor 1 is also capturing suboptimal parenting behavior in general, then this might 
explain differences in these findings, and might suggest that certain other parenting behaviors 
can be linked to children’s low rate of physical development.  
Also, previous research that has linked failure to thrive with child neglect did not 
examine neglect separate from abuse, or this notion that failure to thrive directly results from 
neglect (MacCarthy, 1979) is out dated. The relationship between neglect and physical 
development outcomes might not be linear, or for that matter, able to be detected in children 
under the age of 36-months. The other possibility is that delays in physical development might 
not be a primary, or a one-to-one relationship with subthreshold neglect, as it may be for more 
severe forms of neglect. Kerr, Black, & Krishnakumar (2000) found there to be a cumulative 
effect of failure to thrive and maltreatment on child outcomes. The effects of subthreshold child 
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neglect on child physical development is clearly an area not yet well understood and in need of 
further research.  
Limitations of the Study 
A major limitation of the study was the two factor measurement of neglect, which was 
not found to be associated with a reliable measure of neglect potential or history of neglect. This 
finding was inconsistent with those from studies that assessed the convergent validity of the 
MCNS found significant correlations among maternal history of neglect, child abuse potential, 
and parenting styles (Lounds, Borkowki, & Whitman, 2004) using a continuous variable for 
history of neglect and 11 dimensions of maternal parenting style: interactional orientation, 
control, attention, flexibility, verbal exchanges, positiveness, affectional match, rate of 
stimulation, appropriate direction, appropriate motivation, and overall quality of mothering for 
children at 3 years and 5 years.  The present study originally used a dichotomized version of 
maternal history of neglect and similar, but different parenting behaviors for 4 and 8 month old 
children and did not find them to be correlated. Post hoc analysis that examined 17 parenting 
behavior subscales and scales did not find convergence among the AMP, MCNS, and parenting 
behaviors. Future research could look more closely at the measurement items that encompass the 
various parenting behavior subscales to see if parenting behaviors would be associated with 
neglect at the item level.   
Another limitation of the study was the small sample size of children, which was limited 
due to using archival data. There is the possibility that with a larger sample, more parenting 
behaviors subscales might have been correlated with the MCNS and AMP. However, it is 
unlikely the case since only 1 out of 17 were associated with AMP. With a larger sample size, 
there may have been significant differences found in the child outcome measures. Also, the use 
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of archival data limited the type of analyses that could be conducted as well as the measures used 
to assess subthreshold neglect, though the dataset provided a broad range of parenting behaviors 
to consider in studying neglect.  
Additionally, the present study failed to include an assessment for social desirability, 
which is the propensity to give socially desirable responses. So, it’s possible that some of the 
parenting behaviors observed, as well as self-reports on the MCNS, were impacted by social 
desirability, but there is no way to know. However, the CTQ minimizing scores were 
significantly correlated with some outcomes, but exploring these relationships was beyond the 
scope of the present study. This is especially important when assessing for history of neglect, and 
perhaps even more important one’s parenting, as assessments of both can bring about feelings of 
shame and guilt that might influence how mothers behave and respond to during observations 
and questions about their parenting.   
Suggestions for Future Research 
The present study provides support of the importance of careful consideration and 
investigation into finding a measurement for child neglect that can be used for quick and early 
identification of child neglect. Improved measurements that use both subjective and objective 
measures of parenting behavior will be important for early intervention strategies for parents at 
risk for neglectful parenting and children at risk for neglect. The findings in the present study 
highlights the importance of examining subtler forms of child neglect and the effect it has on 
child development; however, we need to continue to grapple with how to define and 
operationalize subthreshold neglect, particularly for infants younger than 12-months.   
Furthermore, this study highlights the importance of targeting both parents and children 
in cases of child neglect in order to disrupt the cycle of maltreatment. Future research in the area 
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of neglect should also include both parents’ impact on child development. For the majority of 
participants in the present study, fathers were directly and indirectly involved in the child’s life. 
It would be interesting to know if there were differences in levels of parenting behaviors for 
mothers who are in committed relationships and who live with their partners versus those who do 
not. In a study that investigated fathers’ contribution to children’s theory of mind using MM, 
paternal MM was positively associated with children’s theory of mind, and fathers performed 
similarly to mothers on measures of mind-mindedness (Lundy, 2013). These are important 
consideration for clinicians and social workers working with families at risk for child neglect, 
based on parents own histories of neglect.  
Lastly, when examining a diverse sample of mothers with neglect histories, it would be 
advantageous to consider the ways in which dimensions of difference impact how they engage 
with their children. Not only should we take into account socioeconomic factors (i.e. poverty) 
that are potential cofounds for neglect, but researchers should also take into consideration socio-
cultural factors. It is important to consider how culture influences the ways that mothers interact 
verbally and nonverbally with their children when categorizing parenting behaviors as neglectful.  
  





Taken directly from: Meins, E., & Fernyhough, C. (2012). Mind-mindedness coding manual, 
Version 2.1. Unpublished manuscript. Durham University, Durham, UK. 
 
NOTE: The following is not a complete coding manual. Below are examples of how play 
sessions were coded. A full copy of the coding manual can be obtained from the authors. 
Identifying Mind-Related Comments 
The transcript can be used to identify all comments which focus on the child’s internal states. We 
have defined mind-related comments as any comment that (a) uses an explicit internal state term 
to comment on what the infant may be thinking, experiencing, or feeling; or (b) ‘puts words into 
the infant’s mouth’ with the caregiver talking on the infant’s behalf. Comments in the latter 
category do not necessarily have to contain an internal state term (although they often do), but 
should clearly be dialogue intended to be spoken by the infant (e.g. “That’s a teddy bear, 
Mummy”). 
Type of Mind-Related Comments 
Desires and Preferences: (i.e. Like, love, “are you after the ball?” (in the sense of wanting to get 
the ball) 
Cognitions: (i.e. Think, notice, fascinated, obsessed) 
Emotions: (i.e. Had enough, shy, self-conscious, happy, sad, scared, grumpy, stressed) 
Epistemic States: (i.e. Teasing, playing games with me, joking, having a joke, playing a joke. 
Talking on the Infant’s Behalf: (i.e. Any utterance that is obviously meant to be dialogue 
said/thought by the infant) 
 Comments That May or May Not be Mind-Related 
Physical States: (e.g. “that’s funny/fun/amusing” that refer to other events and which impute no 
positive affective response to the child should not be coded as mind-related.) 
Funny/Amusing: (e.g. “that’s funny/fun/amusing” that refer to other events and which impute no 
positive affective response to the child should not be coded as mind-related.) 
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Clever: (e.g. If clever is used merely to give positive feedback for generally behaving well 
(“clever girl/boy”), where a purely non-mentalistic interpretation is possible, it should not be 
coded as mind-related.) 
Intentions: (e.g. “Are you going to play with the car?”, “What are you going to do?” should not 
be coded as mind-related.) 
Comments That Are Not Mind-Related 
Perception: (i.e. Comments about seeing, watching, looking, listening) 
Saying/talking: (e.g., “Are you talking to me?”, “What are you saying?”) 
Non-Specific References to Infant’s Internal States: (e.g. “What’s the matter/wrong/up?”, “Are 
you all right/OK?”, “Is that better?”) 
Classifying Mind-Related Comments as Appropriate/Non-Attuned 
Once all mind-related comments have been identified on the verbatim transcript, they can 
be coded dichotomously as appropriate/non-attuned by viewing the recorded infant–caregiver 
interaction…Repetitions of specific internal states are counted as separate mind-related 
comments unless a term is repeated in rapid succession. For example, if a caregiver was 
observing her child playing with a toy and said, “You like that. (1s pause) Yes, you like that”, 
this would be two mind-related comments. However, if the caregiver had said, “You love, love, 
love that”, this would be one mind-related comment. 
Criteria For Appropriate Mind-Related Comments 
Mind-related comments should be coded as appropriate if any of the following 
criteria are met: 
(a) the researcher agrees with the caregiver’s reading of the infant’s current 
internal state. 
(b) the comment links current activity with similar events in the past or future. 
(c) the comment serves to clarify how to proceed after a lull in the interaction. 
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